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Abstract

A series of experiments examined whether

conditionj-ng histories pfay any rore in infruencing older
and younger adults' response speeds. Tn Experiment L,

the post-history vr rate of 4 young subjects on a key

press task was compared to thei_r baserine rate after
exposure to DRL20 s and DRH6/2 s conditioning histories.
Experiment 2 was a systemati-c reptication of the fi-rst.
experiment with four erderly subject.s. The results of
these two experiment.s suggest that a condit.ioning

history, especiaì-ry a response suppression history, can

infl-uence sur.rsequent. responding of both young and order
subjects.

Experiment 3 assessed whether prior exposure to the
vr10 infl-uenced vr rates after the DRL history. Two

younger subjects' post-DRl-history performances on a vr
schedure were consistent with subjects in the first t.wo

experiments despite the fact they had not been given any

exposure to a vr basel-ine. Experiment 4 investigated.
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whether non-instructed DRL hj-stories produces simil_ar

results to an instructed DRL history. Two ol-der

subjects/ post-DRl-history performances r,irere found to be

simil-ar to subjects in Experiment 2, despite the fact

that their perfomances during the DRL histories were

shaped across Íncreasingly restrict j-ve DRL schedur-es.

Experiments 5 and 6 lvere systematic repJ-ications of
the first t.wo experiments and were designed to examine

whether DRL and DRH conditioning histories acquired on a

simpJ-e key press task would affect 4 ol-der and 4 younger

subjects' response latencies on a subsequent matching-to-

sample (MTS) task. In both experiments littl-e change j_n

lat.encies were seen for the majority of younger and older

subjects. one order and one younger subject did increase

their MTS }atencies by several seconds foltowing the DRL

history.

The resul-ts of the six experiments support the

hypothesis that response speed j_s a function of

environmentar variabres and not exclusively the resul_t. of
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bio-physioJ-ogical changes rel-ated t.o age. It v/as

suggested that the stimulus control exerted by

differences between test task and hj-story task may have

produced the lack of history effects for most of the

subjects in the final two experiments
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The Effects of DRL and DRH Conditioning Histories

on the Response Speed of Older and younger Adults

Research has indÍcated that the human organísm tends

to be much sl-ower in responding as he or she ages (e"g",

Birren, Woods e !{illiams, 1980; Cerella, poon, Williams,

1980) . when placed j-n experimental- situations where the

t.ask requires them to respond at a fast pace, elderly

adult.s' performance deteriorat.es to a much greater extent

than that of younger adul-ts (see SaJ_thouse, 1995,.

Botwinick, 7984; Bornstein & Smircina, !gB2; or WeJ-ford,

1911 for a revj-ew of the l-it.erature) .

Measures of Response Speed. Slower responding wit.h

ol-der aduÌts has been found across a variety of measures.

Latency of respondirg, duration of responding (the amount

of time taken to complete a response) , and omj-ssion

errors are the three most frequently used measures of the

decrement in older adults, response speed (Salthouse,

1985). Rate of respondirg, another measure of response

speed, has very seldom been used with eJ-derJ-y adul_ts
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(however, see Baron, 1985, who makes a persuasj_ve

argument for its use by behaviorat gerontologists)

The different types of response speed measures can

actually reflect changes in the compJ-exity of the task.
With response rate, the task often requires a simple

repetitive operant such as a button, key or lever press.

On the other hand, latency, which is a measure of how

quickJ-y a response is made to a stimulus, may invol-ve a

rel-atively more complex task, involving a choice of
responses, e.9., a matching-to-sample (MTS) , al_though

simple reaction time t.asks often use only one st.imul-us

el-ement. There is some evidence to suggest that., with

tasks which involve many stimul_us components, as you

j-ncrease the number of stimulus erement.s, response speed

deteriorates (Baron & Menich, i-985a í rgg5b) , and in some

cases the discrepancy in response speed between younger

and older adults increases (Sal_thouse. 1995) .

Litt.l-e research coul-d be found. which examined older

adults' response rates (responses/second) on tasks t.hat
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involved no stimulus presentation. In fact only one

study coul-d be found that presented data on the rat.e of

responding of ol-der adult.s. Perone and Baron (L982)

measured the rate at which two subjects (a 75-year-old

and a 18-year-old) completed a 1-O-sequence response

chain. CompJ-eting a chain was reinforced on the average

of once per minut.e (a varj-able-interval_ 1-mj_n schedul_e) "

AJ-though response chaining actually involves a number of

responses, Perone and Baron considered the completion of

the entire chain as one response. A new response chaj_n

(a measure of acquisition) al-ternated with a constant.

response chain requirement (a measure of performance).

They found that t.he rate of responding on the performance

chaíns for both subjects was consistently high. Bot.h the

younger and ol-der subjects' rates of responding on the

acquisition component differed sharply from those on the

performance component in that íncreasj-ng rates of

sequence completj-on were seen across sessions for the

former and not for the latter" The ol-der subject's rate

of acquisition, hourever, was more extended t.hen the

younger subject's, with a much more gradual improvement
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seen across sessions " Whil_e these resulLs are

interestirg, more extensive study of older adul-ts,

response rates needs to be conducted before any

definitive statements can be made about age-rerated

differences in response rate.

As with response rate, inter-response time (the

reciprocar of response rate) is also considered a measure

of response speed (Sidman, 1960) . Inter-response time

(rRT) is the amount of time between successj_ve responses.

rn other words, after the subject has responded, TRT is a

measure of how 10ng before he or she responds again.

fn summary, although J_atency has been used

ext.ensivery in the study of order adults' response

speeds, rêsponse rate has not. These two measures

invorve different types of tasks that may or may not

contribute to t.he age-relat.ed difference found in
response speed.
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An Environmental Basis For sfower Response speeds.

until- recently the deficít in response speed seen in old

age was attributed to a general age-rerated srowing in
the peripheral or central- nervous systems (see salthouse,

1985; Labouvie-Vief, L91J, for a summary) . vühen behavior

is seen strictry as a byproduct of bio-physiologì-ca]-

deterioration, the beÌief is fostered that the

age-rej-ated progressj-ve d.eclj-ne seen in response speed is
not modifj-able. Attributing the ol-der adul_ts' impaired

performance to a bio-physiological degeneration directs

research a\^/ay from investigating environmental factors

which may be responsible for such behavior (Bal_tes &

Barton, 7917; Labouvie-Vief, I91j) .

A number of researchers have speculated that the

observed impairment in a wide variety of otder adul_ts'

behavi-or may be due to exposure t.o environmental-

conditions which do not favour maxÍmum responding

(Labouvie-vief , 7917 ¡ Bal-tes & Barton, rgll; Hoyer, ]913;

Lindsley, 1964; Labouvie-Vief, Hoyer, Baltes, & Bal_tes,

1914). In other words, the elderly's ímpaired
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performance may be a product of environmental changes

that are onJ-y indirectly rel_ated to their aging.

According to these writers, ân al_ternate approach, based

on operant conditioning procedures and concepts, can

provide a framework for Ínvestigating the environmental-

factors that may be influencing the ol-der adults' speed

of responding.

one hypothesis put forward is that the contingencies

pJ-aced on rate of responding may differ dramaticarry for

ol-der and younger adul-ts (Labouvie-Vief , L9'l j; perone

& Barcrn, L982; I9B3). In t.his view, younger adults tend

to be involved j-n act.ivities that bring them into contact

with nat.ural- contingencies of reinforcement where

specific tíme limits are placed on responding. ElderJ_y

adults, on the other hand, tend to part.icipate in

activitj-es, such as playing cards, woodworking, social

meetings and watching te]evision (Tinsley. Teaff, corbs &

Kaufman, 1985), where reinforcement is not contingent on

such quíck movement, but is more likety t.o be based on

cautious or sl-ower response speeds. InterestingJ_y,
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Spi-rduso (1975) has found that. when the elderty aj-so

participate in activitíes whj-ch invol-ve naturar demands

to move quickly (such as squash, racketball, or handba]l)

the observed differences between the reaction ti-mes of

younger and older adults are quite smal_I. Therefore it

may wel-l- be that existing contingencies within older

adults' daily act.j-vities typically act to reinforce a

sl-ower rate of responding.

These alterations in an ol-der person's environment

resul-t in changes in the contingent reinforcement and

discriminative st.imuri which previousry generated and

maintained a varÍety of behaviors. The contingencies of

reinforcement which are l-eft to operate on the individual

may not support rapid respondirg, but instead may

act.ual-ly generate and maint.ain sl_ower behavior. For

exampre, society (or more specifically an individual, s

reinforcement community) is much more tolerant and

supporti-ve of sl-ow behavior in the elderly, ascribing

much of the sl-ower functioning to t.he physical- aging

process. Because such a process is seen as inevj_table
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and irreversibl-e, the aversi-ve consequences normal_ry

suppli-ed by the verbal community for apathetic behavior

are not forthcoming" rnstead their reinforcement

community reinforces the more ,'sedate" behaviors seen as

the provì-nce of the otder adult (Labouvie-vief, Hoyer,

BaÌtes, & Bal-tes, L914; Hoyer, !9j3; Baftes & Barton,

I919,' Baltes & Zerbe, 1916; Mel_amed e Siegel, 1980;

Hussian, 1981) .

As was mentioned, these environmental- factors are

incidental- to the bio-physiologicar aging process. To

the extent. that the environment controls t.he erderlys'
behavj-or j-n some systematic fashion, it can obscure the

effect. changes in the bio-physiologicar system have on

response speed. Thus, it is import.ant to determine if,
and to what extent, t.he slower respond.j_ng of ol_der adul_ts

is a function of the envj-ronmental- factors that t.ypically
shape and maintain behavior.

The consequence of proposing that deterioration ín

response speed is a functíon of the elderly, s interaction
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with environmental events is that it becomes imperative

to focus on the functional_ rel_ationship between

environment and behavioral change. Al-most al-t of the

operant research on response speed of the eJ-derly has

exami-ned how the environment can be modified so that. the

behavioral deficits are minimized or eli_minated.

Accordj-ngly, deficits in response speed should be reduced

when operant contingencj-es of reinforcement are provided

for increases in speed of the ol-der adul-ts' behavi-or.

ïn support of a l_earning based theory of the

response speed deficit, a seri_es of studies (Baron &

Menich, I9B5a; 1985b; Baron, Menich, & perone, 1983;

Perone & Baron, r9B2; 1983) has demonstrated repeatedly

that elderly subjects' response speeds increased when

reinforcement required that t.he response occur wíthin a

specified time. More specifically, their omission errors

decreased, or the latency of the response became shorter

when explicit temporal contingencies brere placed on rapid

responding.
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The tasks required of the subjects (young male

adul-ts and ord mal-e adul-ts) varied from a 1o-sequence

button-pushing response (perone & Baron, rgg2; 1993), to
matching-to-sampre discriminations (Baron, Menich &

Perone, I983), and del_ayed-matching-to-sample

discriminations (Baron & Menich, 1985a; 19g5b) . Common

to al-l of the studies, however, was the incl-usion of

temporal contingencies for responding; that is,
reinforcement hras provided only if a correct response was

made within â specified time period. Generarly, given an

unlimj-ted time to respond, oJ_der men are sl-ower.

However, when rei-nforcement is not. onry contingent on

accurate responding but arso is contingent on a response

occurring within a specified time interval_ (intervals

typicarly ranged from .5 to 3 sec) both the younger and

ol-der mens' speed of responding improved.

A strong case can be made for the proposition that
the condítioning hist.ory of the older ad.ul_t is
responsibre for the observed impairment in response

speed, if the original discrepancy between the two age
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groups can be reduced through operant procedures.

unfortunatery, the literature is inconclusive at this
point. vthil-e accererated response speeds are observed

when rapid respondi-ng is reinforced in the elderly/ some

studies hrere unabte to demonstrate that the ínitial_

dÍfference in the two age groups' response speed was

reduced, because both young and ol-der adults responded

equalJ-y wel-l- to the temporal contingencies (Baron et â1. ,

1983,' Baron & Menj_ch, 1985a; ]-9B5b) . On the other hand,

other studies (perone & Baron, ISBZ; 1983) have shown

that the elderly adults' performance can improve to t.he

extent that differences between the age groups are

reduced or el-iminated entirery, especially if extended

training is given (Murrell, I970) "

conditioning Histories. The operant research by

Baron and hís corleagues has taken one appïoach to
understanding the sl-ower response speeds of the elderry.
They have attempted to identify environmentar conditíons

t.hat wil-l- reverse the response deficit, assuming it to be

environment.ally determined. Bal-tes and Barton (Lglj)
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have suggested a second area of research that may enhance

our underst.anding of the environmental_ conditions

controJ-Iing t.he behavior of the eJ-derly. They suggest

that research needs to study systematically the

rel-ationship bet.ween various environmental conditj-ons and

the behaviors shown by the ol_der adul_t. Given the

speculations of operant researchers that discrepancies in

reaction times or response speeds during the experiment.al

procedures are modified by the conditioning history of

the elderry, the proposed research wil-l- direcLly examine

the effects of different conditioning histories on older

adul-ts' speed of responding.

Weiner (1964; 1,965; 1969a ; t969b; j-97 0a ; 1,910b;

1970c; l_gg1 ì tg92) has provided substantial evidence that
(for a mixed age group of adul_ts and schizophrenics)

conditioning histories which make reinforcement

contingent on no responding (differential reinforcement

of other behavior DRO) or l-ow rates of responding

(differential reinforcement of l-ow rates DRL) can

produce a pat.t.ern of responding that tends to persi_st
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even when the contingencies of reinforcement change. His

research suggests that a history of temporally spaced.

responding under a DRL or a DRo schedure wilr have a

rat.e-reducing effect under fixed-inLerval_, variable-
interval-, fixed-ratio, and avoidance or escape schedules.

,fust as they account for inter-subject variabirity in
younger adul-ts' schedule performances, such reinforcement

histories may account for much of the inter-subject
variabiJ-ity seen in t.he ol-der adul_ts' response speeds.

Reinforcement historíes may arso contribute to the

varj-abirity between ol-der and younger adul_t.s' response

speeds.

whire Dr. weiner examined the ways in which a

conditioning history can interact with the experimental-

procedures used to study operant behavior of primarily
younger (e.9., Weiner, I9B2; 1969b; 1981) or

schizophrenic adults (e.g., Wiener, Igg2; l-979) , no

research coul-d be found which demonstrate whether or not

the conditioning histories of the eJ_derry impact on the
operant. procedures used to examine their response speed.
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The probrem at first gJ-ance, is how to manipuJ-ate the

ol-der adul-ts' pre-experÍment.al conditioning histories.
Research, however, which examines experimental

conditioning histories, has demonstrat.ed that u¡e do not

need to control pre-experimental_ histories t.o determine

if such conditions are affecting experimental_ procedures

(e.9., Weiner, I9G9a; I910a; 1970c; t9g2; 19g3). We need

only to create an experimental conditioning history
within the laboratory.

The temporal proximity of the subject.s' cond.itJ_oning

history to experimental- contingency conditions is a

crucial- factor in determining the extent to which a

condi-tioning history wirl- persist to affect current
responding (Weiner, 1969; I9B2; L9B3) . As a consequence,

we can study the effects of conditioning hístori_es on an

individuaf's subsequent performance under other schedures

by giving them a conditioning hist.ory in the raboratory

which wil-l- generate "consistent schedul-e performances

despite the existence of diverse outside-the-raboratory

hist.ories " (Wiener, 1983, p. 522) . Thus, if we wj_sh to
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add to our knowledge of t.he envi-ronmentar conditions

controlring the slowness of responding of older adurts,
experimental- conditioning histories can be created and

varied i-n systematic ways and thei-r effects on older

adul-ts' speed of responding can be examined.

rt shoul-d be noted, however, that some schedul_es are

more vurnerabre t.han others to conditioning histories.
The greater the number of el-emenLs a current contingency

has in common wÍth the individual_'s cond.itioning history,
the more J-ikery it is that such a conditioning history
will- continue to affect the subject's responding j_n the

experimental setting (see for example, Weiner, 1983;

L9B2; 1969) . rnterval_ schedul_es a.re particularJ-y

vul-nerabl-e to history effects in that they have el_ements

in common with bot.h rate-reducing conditioning hj-stories

and rate-facilitat.ing conditioning histories. That is,
interval- schedul-es provide reinforcement regard.less of
the rate of respondirg, thus there is no reinforcer cost

for high or low response rates. When current

contingencies provide reinforcement for a wide varÍety of
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rates or patterns of responding (such as the interval
schedul-€s) ¡ conditioning hist.ories of fixed_ratio
responding (i.e., high rates) vs DRL responding (i.e.,
l-ow rates) will- persi-st to produce differential- rates of
responding under the interval schedul_e. The rate
produced under the i-nterval- sched.ul_e wil_l- depend on the
history that i^/as received. (Weiner, !969b; 1981; I|BZ) .

A brief description of Baron and Menich, s (1985a)

study can be used as an example of how pre-experimentar

conditioning histories may be i-nfr-uencing the responding
of ol-der adurts on speeded tests. rn their study, t.hey
placed increasingly restrictÍve temporal requirements on

the speed with which younger and or-der subjects had to
respond on a delayed-matching-to-sample discrimination.
Reinforcement v¡as contingent on correct matching

responses as 10ng as those responses occur.red within a

restricted time intervar. vühíle they found that the
ol-der subjects' performance improved substantiarly as a
resul-t of the reinforcement for more rapid respondirg, so

did that. of the yoilnger sub jects. They concr_uded that
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alt.hough operant conditioning can improve the elderly, s

performance, iL will not be abl_e to reduce the

discrepancy between the two age groups in terms of

performance. If, however, wê attribute the original

difference in response speed to a response suppression

conditioning history for the elderly, and a response

facilitative conditioning history for the younger adurts.

the reínforcement contingencj-es used by Baron and Menich

(1985) had many more el-ements in conìmon wit.h the

conditioning history of the younqer adul_ts.

Extending Weiner's (1983) analysis of conditioning

hist.ory effects, the younger individua.l_s' condj_tioning

histories should produce a pattern of rapid responding

which would be more likely to persist and interact with

the experimental- contingencies to facil-itate faster

respond.ing than would be the case with the elderIy. In

order to eval-uate this al-ternate explanation of Baron and

Menich's (1985) findings, an important comparison (based.

on the assumption that the elderly have a rate

suppression conditioning history) woul-d be to examine
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ol-der and younger adul_ts, response speed after the

subjects are exposed to two different types of

experimental- contingency historj-es, one which has many

el-ements in cofirmon with the suspected conditioning

hist.ory and one which does not. rf response speed does

not change as a result of these conditioning hist.ories,

then t.here is l-ittl-e support for the operant concept. of

envj-ronmentally produced age-rerated deficits. on the

other hand, changes in response speed that correspond to

systematic variations in the experimentalJ-y produced

conditioning histories, witl- provide support for t.he view

that environmental- conLingencies may account for t.he

response speed deficit specific to the elderly.
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Experiment 1

The first experÍment was designed to replÍcate

Wiener's work with low-rate reinforcement hist.ories in

younger adult.s. It hras al_so designed to extend our

knowledge on high-rate-producing conditioning historj-es.

As was díscussed in the i-ntroduct.ion, a number of studies

have shown that a hi-story of differential- reinforcement.

for low rates of responding suppresses younger adul_ts'

response rate when the reinforcement contingencies change

to a fixed-interval or a variabl_e-interval schedul_e

(Wiener, 1969b) . In additj-on, Wj_ener (IgB2) has shown

that a conditioning history under a fixed-ratío schedul-e

wil-I persist to produce high response rates under a

variable- or f ixed-int.erval- schedul-e.

Although a DRH schedul-e has not receÍved the degree

of attention in the literature that other schedures have

(but see Burnstein & Wol-ff , L964; Verhave, I96t; Hemmes &

Echerman, 1912; and Mil-l-ard, 1"919), such a schedul_e is of
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interest. in the present. experJ-ment where the focus is on

conditioning histories t.hat produce ei-ther high or low

rates of responding. A DRH schedule is very simil_ar to a

DRL schedul-e in that both are designed to reinforce

spaced responding. The major way in which they differ is

that DRH re j-nf orces short spaces between responses, whil-e

DRL reínforces long spaces between responses.

Examination of the effects of a conditionÍng hÍstory

under a DRH schedule on subsequent variable-interval_

responding should extend Wiener's work which has only

examined the effects of a fixed-ratio conditioning

history for producing hígh response rat.es under a fixed-

or varj-abl-e-interval- schedul-e (e . g. , Vtiener , L982) .

WÍener, has of course conducted extensive research on

history effects using a DRL schedul-e as the condj-tioning

history (e.9., Wiener, 1-969). The first experiment,

therefore, was a direct replication of his research on

the effects of a DRL conditioning history on subsequent

responding under a variabl-e-interval (VI) schedule. fn

addition, experiment 1 al-so investigated the effects of a
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DRH hist.ory upon young adurts' performance under a vr

schedul-e.

rt was predicted, based on the findings of weiner, s

research, that after exposure to the experimental

conditioning hj-stories the subjects' performance under a

subsequent vr schedul-e shoul-d correspond more crosely to
the type of experimental- conditioning history they have

just receíved. That is, we would expect to find high

rates of responding under a vr schedul_e that is proceeded

by a DRH conditioning history, and low rates of

responding under a VT schedul_e when DRL is the

conditj-oning history.

Method

Sub j ects

Two femal-es and two mar-es were subjects in the first
experiment. sub jects were sel-ect.ed from vorunteers

recruited from the staff at Alberta Hospltal Edmonton in
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the city of Edmonton, Al-berta" The subjects' ages ranged

from 26 t.o 28 years (M : 21 years) .

A medical questionnaire (see Appendix A) adapted

from the Heal-th fndex euestionnaire (Rosencranz &

Pihl-blad, 1'910) was given to determine subjecLs' hearth

status and any recent hospitafizations that might.

preclude them from the study. subjects were not on any

medication, had no debilitating chronic irrnessesf and

had not been hospital-ized or confined to bed for at least

one month prior to the st.art of t.he experiment. To

insure that the subject.s completed the project, they

received a cash bonus of $3.00 per hour for the time they

t.ook to compJ-ete the experiment. Subjects could.

potentially earn up to $76.50 for key pressing and $37.50

for the bonus.
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Setting and Apparatus

Each subject sat al-one ín a 1.8 by 2.L m cubicl_e

l-ocated at Alberta Hospital Edmonton. The room was

equipped with a 640k IBM-PC microcomputer with two disk

drives, a 31 cm IBM amber monitor, a 20 cm by 15 cm black

box with 3 red keys, a tabl-e (1 by 1m) and a chair. A

Electown headphone (mode1 DLH203) was used t.o muffl_e

extraneous noise. The response required for t.his

experiment was a key press to the first. key on the bl-ack

box. The other two keys were covered with masking tape.

Each key press required a force of approximately 20-30 g

through a distance of 1 cm. Holding down the key had no

effect.. To register a number of responses the subject

had to press the key repeatedly. In addition to

programming the reinforcement. contingencj-es, Lhe computer

recorded t.he occurrence of a subject. s response, the time

elapsed bet.ween responses/ and whether the response \^ras a

reinforced or a non-reinforced response.

when the subject vras seated at the tabl-e the monitor

\^¡as approximately at eye level and 40 cm away. At. the
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beginni-ng of each session, a reinforcement counter set. at
0000 cents appeared in the upper right. hand corner of the

monitor. In t.he middle of the screen were the

instructions "press any key on the keyboard to begín the

session." The experimenter pressed a key on the keyboard

which cl-eared the instructÍons and activated the

reinforcement schedule. when the session ended, the

instruct.ions "the session has ended" appeared in t.he

middl,e of the screen.

Procedure

f nstructions simil_ar to those of Weiner (1982;

1969a) were used in an attempt to avoid presenting a

descrÍpt.ion of expected performance under the

reínforcement contingencies. specificarly, the subject.s

were instructed:

When I press this key (experj_menter points to
keyboard) it wíl-l start the session. When the

session ends, the computer will_ tell you.

Sometimes during the sessj_on you may be abl-e to

earn pennies. The number of pennies you earn
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wil-l be indicated up here (experimenter points

to l-ocation of counter) . Whether or not you

earn pennies depends on how you press this key

(experimenter indicates) . you have to decj_de

how you wil-l_ press the key in order to earn

pennies. From time t.o t j_me t.he condit j-ons for
earning pennies wil_l change. Do not think the

computer is broken or not. working properj_y.

Try to earn as many pennies as you can under

all conditions.

Each session lasted l-5 minutes with a 10 minute

break between sessions. subjects schedul_ed their time

across a 3 week period with a maximum of 5 sessions per

day. Conditioning under each schedul_e lasted

approximately 10 sessions. A crÍterion of a fixed number

of sessions vras chosen to change phases oD, instead of

the stabiJ-ity criterion suggested by Kazdin (rgg2),

because of practi-cal time constraints. under sÍmil_ar

experimental- conditions, vüiener (1969; r9g2) has shown

that a fixed number of sessions may be used J_n place of
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an arbit,rary response stability criterion to end

participation in a condition. According to Wiener (L982)

after several- (5 to 8) sessions under a particul-ar

schedule, "the response rates and patterns of indivídua1s

under contingencies of reinforcement usually do not

change Ín any systematic fashion." Nevertheless, during

analysis the crÍterÍa for visual inspection outl-ined by

Kazdin (1982) was used to eval-uate the data.

Experimental- Design

In the initía] phase (baseline) subjects' key

presses were condítioned under a variable-int.erval- 10 s

schedul-e (VI10) . Thís phase gave a basel-ine rate of

respondirg, which \^ras vul-nerabl-e to the individual-'s pre-

experimental- conditioning history. In the second phase,

subjects \¡rere given one of two different rate

condit.ionj-ng histories. One history was a rate-reducing

contingency where differentíal reinforcement for l-ow

rates was provided for responses with an inter-response

time equal to or greater than 20 s (DRL20). The other

history was a contingency that facilit.ated rapid
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responding. rn this case dj-f f erentíal- reinf orcement f or

rapid responding was provided if 6 or more responses

occurred within 2 s (DRH6/2). The persistence of these

conditioning histories was assessed when the

contingencies changed once again to a vr10 schedule of

reinforcement. A second experimental conditioning

history (opposite to the initial condit.ioning history)

was then gì-ven, and its effects r¿.iere assessed on later

performance under a VI10 schedul_e. The order of

presentation of the conditioning histories was

counterbal-anced across subjects. The first two subjects

who volunt.eered were given DRL20 as the first

conditioning history and DRH6/2 as the second.

condi-tioning hist.ory. The next t.wo subjects who

vol-unteered were assigned the reverse order.

By focusi-ng on the rate of respondj_ng under these

different schedules of reinforcement, it lvas possible to

examine the subjects' speed of responding wj_thout the

presence of a particul-ar stimulus event. The reciprocal

of response rate (inter-response t.ime) provided a measure
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of the amount of time between successive responses. rn

other words, after the subject has responded, ít is a

measure of how long it t.ook before he or she responded

again. As with response rate, i-nter-response ti-me is
al-so considered a measure of response probability. Gíven

a response at a certai-n timer wê can estimate when the

next response is likely to occur.

Reinforcement Schedules

with the excepti-on of the DRH schedure, the values

for the schedul-es used j-n this and subsequent phases were

chosen to replicate wei-ner's research (e. g. , weiner,

1964a; I964b; 1965; l_969a; r969b; tgj2) . The DRH

schedul-e was identical to one used with young subject.s in
t.he Burnstein and Wol_ff (L964) st.udy.

Variable-interval_ 1-0 second. (VI1O) : Under the VIlO

s schedul-e, a key press was reinforced by a 1 cent

addition on the reinforcement counter if 10 s (on the

average) had elapsed from a previous relnforcement.
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Differentiaf reinforcement of fow rates-20 seconds

(DRL20) : Under a Oru20 s schedule each 1 cent addition

on the reinforcement counter was cont.ingent upon an rRT

of at l-east 20 s. A response emitted before zo s elapsed

from the immediately preceding response derayed. the next

rei-nf orcement f or at l_east another Z0 s.

in 2 seconds (DRH6/2): Under a DRH 6/2 s schedule. each 1

cent addition on the reinforcement counter was contj_ngent

upon at l-east six responses wit.hin a 2 s period. Tf the

subject made less then 6 responses during the 2 s

lntervar, reinforcement was post.poned for another 2 s.

under this contingency, in order to obtain all- possibl_e

reinforcers, the subject need.ed to respond at a rate of

180 responses per minute.

Dependent Variabl-es

rn order to provide an estimate of the probabiJ_ity

of older adul-ts' responding at any particular time,

Differential- reinforcement of hi rates-6 responses
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response rat.e and inter-response tíme were used as the

dependent variabl-es.

Average response rate. The average response raLe

was calculated as the sum of the key presses per sessj-on

divided by t.he number of minutes during a session.

The rel-ative frequency of int.er-response times. The

rel-ative frequency for each 1 second time unit is the

number of IRTs in the time unit divided by the total- IRTs

summed across units of time.

Result s

As the research design fol-Iowed a traditional-

operant approach, the analysis emphasizes the Índividual

performance of each subject. In an operant analysis of

data a subject's performance under one experimental-

condition is compared to his or her performance under

different experimental conditions. ReplicatÍon of

resu.l-ts across subjects increases confídence in the

experimental findings. Systematic repJ-ication, where one



or more varÍabl_es are changed.,

concl-usions about the effects

subject' s performance (Sidman,

Pennypacker, 1980, for a more

singÌe subject research) .
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al-l-ow us to draw

of the variables on the

1960r or Johnston and

extensive discussion of

Organizatlon of the Resul-ts Section

The data analysis involved two measures. The first
measure, percentage of reinforcers earned, indicates the

extent to whÍch subjects came i_nto cont.act with the

different schedul-es of reinforcement. The second

measure, response rate, is the mean number of

responses/minute the subjects made during the j_5 minute

sessions. rnter-response times (rRTs), l_ike response

rate, refJ-ect the speed at which subject.s were pressing

the response key. on anarysis rRTs r^rere found not to
contribute any additional- information about subjects,
performance that coul-d not be found with response rate.
The rRT data, therefore, may be found in Appendix B,

where the interested reader may examine them.
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The anal-ysis of the data using each of these

measures is divided into three parts; data pertaining to

the basel-ine Vf 10 schedule, dat.a pertaining to t.he

independent varíables (Lhe two reinforcement historiês) ¿

and data pertaining to the post-history VI 10 schedul-e.

The analysis is divided this way because we are

ínterested in determining the extent to which

conditioning histories affect VI performance. Thus post.-

history data under the variable-int.erval- schedul-e will be

compared to the steady state respondÍng at the end of the

basel-Íne Vf data (the average of the last three basel-ine

sessions) . When the post.-history VI data foll-ows the

subjects' second history, it wil-l also be compared to the

subjects' VI basel-ine data rather than to those of the

preceding VI phase. Thís \^ras done in order to obtain a

baseline comparÍson that is uncontaminated by the fírst

condit.ioning history.
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Percentage of Reinforcers Earned

Tabl-e 1 presents the percentage of reinforcers

earned over the first and l-ast 3 sessions prior to,

during, and after the experiment.al reinforcement

histories. such data provide evidence of the extent to
which subjects came into cont.act. with t.he schedul_es of

reinforcement.

Basel-ine VI Schedule

Tabl-e 1 il-l-ustraLes that at the beginning and end of
t.he baserine vr schedule, all- subjects were consistently

earning over 95% of the reinforcers.

Experimental Condit.ioning Historj-es

DRL experimental- conditioning history: Al_l_ subjects

eventualry earned reinforcers under the DRL experimental_

conditioning histories. subjects y1 and y2, who received

DRL20 as their first conditioning history, \ârere initial_ty

unabl-e to obtain any reinforcers, but by the end of the

phase Yl was receiving 80% of the pot.ent.ial reinforcers

while y2 \^ras earning over two-thirds of the reinforcers.
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Table 1

Percentage of reinforcers earned over the first and last
3 sessions of each phase for younger adults j-n Experiment
1.

% Reinforcers Earned
Y1 y2 Y3 Y4

Basel-ine

Fi rst.
Last

First reinforcement

!'rrst
!d.Þ L

!'l-rst
Last

Second reinforcement

!'rrst'
Last

VIlO

98 98
96 91

hÍstory

DRL2 O

00
80 67

vr 10

50 42
99 100

history

DF.H6 / 2

98 98
98 98

VIlO

91 96
99 99

DF.H6 / 2

B0 92
98 96

VIlO

98 94
91 94

DRT2O

19 59
89 64
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Subjects Y3 and Y4, who received DRL20 as their second

condítioning history, began earning reinforcers during

the initial- sessions " At the end of the DRL phase, Y3

obtained 89% of the reinforcers while Y4 earned a l-ittle

under two-thÍrds of the potential reinforcers.

DRH experimental- condítioning hístory: All subjects

began earning reinforcers soon after the DRH experimental

conditioni-ng history came int.o effect. Subjects Y3 and

Y4, who encountered t.he DRH schedule as their f irst.

conditioning history, went from earning 80% and 92% of

the reinforcers over the first three DRH sessions to 98%

and 96%over the l-ast. three DRH sessions. Subjects Y1

and Y2, who had DRH as their second condition j-ng hist.ory,

obtained 98% of the reinforcers both at the beginning and

end of t.he DRH phase.

Vari-able-interval schedul-e

VI10 after the DRL history: After the DRL history

(their first conditioning history), subjects Y1 and Y2

initially received approximat.ely half of the potential
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reinforcers under the post-hÍstory vr schedul-e. This is

a 46?^ and 55% decrease from what they were abl-e to obtaj-n

during the baselÍne VI phase. By the end of the post-

history vr phase, however, they had returned to basel-ine

l-evel-s of reinforcement..

After the DRL history (when it was the second

conditioníng history), subject y3 earned 98% or more of

t.he reinforcers, si-miJ-ar to the percentage acquired

during the basel-ine vr. rnitialry y4 acquired. rlz fewer

reinforcers under the post-history vr schedul-e then

during the last three sessions of the vr basel-ine. By

the end of the phase, however, y4 had returned to near

basel-ine l-evel-s.

vr10 after the DRH history: Regardless of whet.her

the DRH history had been their first (subjects y3 and y4)

or their second conditioning history (subjects y1 and

Y2) , al-l- four subjects earned 94% or more of the

potent.ial reinforcers during the post-history, simil-ar to

what Lhey earned during baseline.
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Response Rates

Figure 1 depicts the average response rate

(responses per minute) for each sessíon prior to, duríng,

and aft.er the experimental- reinf orcement hist.ories. The

foJ-lowing analysis compares the post-history data under

the variable-j-ntervar schedul-e to t.he average of the l-ast

3 baseline sessions.

Baseline Variabl-e-interval- Schedule

As can be seen in Figure t, during the basel_ine VI10

s phase, t.he rate at which subjects pressed a key varied.

considerably between subjects with an average rate over

the last 3 sessions of 389, 264, L45, and 7L responses

per mÍnute for subjects YI, Y2, Y3 and y4 respectively.

Subjects Y1 and Y2, ín general, showed a high steady rate

through out this phase usually wit.h less then 10%

variation bet.ween sessions. The response rates of

subjects Y3 and Y4 varied from session to session. By

the end of the baseline, however, both subJects appeared

to have reached a steady state of responding under the VI
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schedule. Although the session-to-session variation for

Y3 r^ras around 20er, it appeared cycli-c ín nature. With

Y4, session-to-session variability was less then 5% for

the l-ast 3 sessions.

Experimental Conditioning Hístories

DRL experimental condítioning history: The response

to the DRL schedule appeared to be more gradual when it

was the first conditioning hi-st.ory then when it was t.he

second (see Figure 1). Subjects Y1 and Y2, who had the

DRL history as their first. condit.ioning history,

progressively reduced their response rate over several-

sessions unt.il- they were displaying the typical low rate

assocíated with DRL schedules. Subjects y3 and y4, who

had previously encountered the DRH history, reduced their

response rate to DRL l-evel_s within the first two

sessions.

DRH conditioning history. The control of the DRH

schedul-e over responding is more apparent wlth subjects

Y3 and Y4 who had l-ower baseline rates t.hen yl and y2.
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Shortly after the DRH hj-story (their first conditj_oning

history) was introduced, both subjects displayed a

dramatic increase j-n the rate with which they pressed the

key.

The DRH hj-story was the second history for subjects

Y1 and Y2. Their currenL rate of responding through-out

the DRH experimental- conditioning history phase was werl_

over the DRH schedul_e,s required three responses per

second (i.e., 180 responses per minute). They $rere above

this rate, however, during several_ sessions of the

preceding Vr phase and during t.he vr baseline, facts that

make it diffícul-t to demonstrate control_ of the DRH

schedul-e over responding. Thus, ej_ther both subjects'

responded so rapidly under the basel-ine vr schedul_e that

t.here was l-ittl-e room left for subjects to increase t.heir

rate under the DRH schedul_e, or the val_ue of the DRH

schedul-e vras too low given their basel-ine for them to

discriminate between rates requíred for VI and DRH

phases. There is some evidence lhat the former may be

the case. f n studies usJ-ng variable-ratio schedul_es
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(Mathews, CaLanÍa, & Shimoff, 1985) and fixed-ratio

schedul-es (Weiner, I969a; 1969b; I970a; L982; Hayes,

Brownstein, Zettle, Rosenfarb, & Korn, 1986) most

subjects responded at a maximum rate of 300-350 responses

per minute. While some approach 400 responses per

minute, very few exceed this rate.

Post-History Variable-interval- schedule

VI rate aft.er the DRL 20 s conditíoning history:

Figure 1 shows that the impact of a DRL conditioning

hístory on VI responding is quite cl-ear when the history

is the first one encountered. Following the DRL history,

subjects Y1 and Y2 decreased their VI response rat.e by

over 250 responses per minute from their baseline Vf

rate. Approximately halfway through this phase, however,

they both returned to near basel-ine level-s. Even then,

Yl showed a further depression ín VI rate.

When t.he DRL conditioning history came after the DRH

history, iL did not have the same impact (see Figure 1).

Following the DRL history, subject Y3 actually had a
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higher VI rate then his basel- j-ne Vf performance.

AJ-though Y4 showed a decrement of 19 to 61 responses per

minute l-ess then her basei-ine VI performance, t.he extent.

of the depression of her VI rate was l-ess than that found

with subjects Y1 and Y2. A fl-oor effect, however, may

actual-l-y mask the extent of suppression Ín y4's data .

Whil-e Yl and Y2 had a relatively high rate during

baseline (an averaqe rate of 389 and 264 responses over

the last three sessions), which al-l-owed for considerable

reduction j-n VI rates after the DRL hist.ory, such was not

the case f or Y4. The response rat.e of sub ject y4 over

this same time period was only 11- responses per minute

which allowed for l-ittl-e suppression. Thus, her decl_ine

after the DRL history, whiJ-e minj-mal, actual_J_y represents

a 21% to 86% reduction from her basel-ine VI rate. It

woul-d noL take much more of a reduction, however, before

a zero response rat.e would have been achieved.

VI rate after the DRH hÍstory. The impact of the

DRH hÍstory is not as clear. Tf you l-ook at the change

in the VI response rat.e (Figure 1) aft.er exposure to the
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DRH history, the DRH history does not appear to have a

dramatic effect on VI performance regardless of whether

it was the fj-rst or second conditioning history.

An ambiguous picture of DRH history effects on VI

performance is presented when examining dat.a where the

subjects' first history was DRH. As can be seen in

Figure t, the data of subject y3 indicat.e that the DRH

hist.ory may have had a smal-l- ef fect. General_J_y, y3

responded about. 32 to B9 responses per minute faster then

the average rate seen over his tast 3 basel-j-ne sessions

(in one sessj-on it was over 200 responses per minute

faster) . This increase in response rate, while minimal.

represents a 22% to 672 increase over his rather low

basel-ine rate. In addition the increase is very

consistent. During seven out of ten post-history VI

sessions, Y3 responded above basel_ine l_evel_s. Subject

Y4, on the other hand, shows no particuJ_ar change in

post-history VI rate from her baseline VI rate. Tn two

of the ten sessions she displayed slightly higher rates,
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but only about. 20 responses per minute faster then her

baseline l-evel.

A simÍlar1y ambiguous situation ís seen in VI

performance when the DRH history was the second hi-story

encountered. After they had been exposed to both the DRL

and the DRH history, subjects Y1 and Y2 displayed smal-l-

increases in response rate over their baseline Vf rates.

Subject Y1 had either a simil-ar or slightly lower rate

than that duríng her VI basel-ine. After two sessions, Y2

consistent.ly responded 53 to 84 responses per minute

faster than his VI baseline rate, ârr increase of 202 to

32% over baselíne. A ceiJ-ing effect, however, masks the

lmpact of the DRH hist.ory on their Vf rate. As hras

previously noted, both subjects had a high baseline VI

rate that was above what woul-d be generated by a DRH 6/2

s schedul-e. Thus. both subjects' rapid responding under

the baseline Vf schedul-e l-eft little room for the

subjects to increase their rate after the DRH history.
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To summarize the extent and persi-stence of the

effects of the two conditioning histories on Vf

performance, Figure 2 shows t.he amount of change in the

Vf response rat.e (as compared to the average of the last

3 baseline sessions) after the DRL and DRH conditioning

hÍstories. Figure 2 illustrates the dramatic reduction

of subject. Y1's and Y2's VI rate following a history of

DRL and its equaÌIy interesting transience. The fÍgure

also clearly displays the small- but. persistent decrease

in subject. Y4's rate and the inexplicabl-e increase in

subject Y3's rat.e following exposure to both a DRH and

DRL history. Figure 2 also shows that by comparison the

effects of the DRH history are smal-l-, non-existent, or

opposite t.o that expected.

Why was there no increase i-n subject Y4ls response

rate after the DRH history and why was there an increase

in subject Y3's response rate after the DRL history? As

subject Y4's baseline rate r^ras bel-ow what is expected

under DRH, a ceiJ-ing effect can not account for the lack

of change nor could a ffoor effect account for the
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increase in subject Y3's rate after the DRL history. A

cl-ose examination of t.he subjects' cumul-ative records

discl-osed an interesting testi-ng-out-the-schedure pattern

of responding that may not only account for the l-ack of

DRH history effects but may al-so account for the increase

in response rat.e after the DRL history. Figure 3

provides samples of cumulatj-ve records of t.he response

rate of subjects Y3 and Y4 over serected sessions from

al-l- phases of the experiment. When the cumul-ative curve

of this measure is frat, the subject \^ras not responding

during the recorded t.ime period. When the slope is

steep, the subject \^ras responding rapidly. The height of

the curve at any point provides an indj_cation of the

total- number of responses the subject has made up untir-

that time period.

Às can be seen in Figure 3, after the fírst two

phases (VI and DRH) subject y4 (right-hand síde of

figure) periodically responds rapidly for a few seconds

within a session. Shortly after, she drops to a sl-ower

rate. This pattern of responding 1s un]ike her basel-ine
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responding. It is interesting that, unlike subject y4

who starts to test out the schedules durÍng the vr phase

foll-owing the DRH history, subject y3 only begi_ns this

testing pattern during DRL sessions. This pattern

al-l-ows both subjects to change their rate to one that

produces maximum reinforcement with the minimum amount of
responses (i.e., a l-ow-rate under DRL and a more moderate

rate under the VI schedul_e). At the end of the

experiment both subjects reported that they would

deliberately "test" to see whether the "incentive
program" had reverted to the high paying one previously

experienced.
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Effects of DRL and DRH Hist.rr::

Experiment. 1 Dj-scussj-on

The Discuss j-on section is divided into t.wo parts,

The first part examínes, in light of the data, the

questj-on posed ín the introduction of whether response

patterns acquired during experimental reinforcement

histories pers j-st under a VI re j-nf orcement schedul-e. The

second part addresses the transient nature of the DRL

suppression effect.

Persistence of Reinforcement Histories

DRL reinforcement history. The resul-t.s of the DRL

reinforcement history indicate t.hat a history of

differential- reinforcement of low response rates can

j-nfl-uence young subjects' operant behavj-or under a VI

rej-nforcemenL schedul-e" The two subjects (y1, y2) given

DRL as their first history, exhibited fewer key presses

under a vr schedul-e after a history of DRL conditioning.

In both cases the decrease in VI response rate was

temporary. These findings are consistent with earlier

reporLs (see for e.9", Weiner, L964a; 1965; L969a; I969b;
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L910a; 1970c) of adult subjects' operant behavior after

low-rate-producing reinforcement histories .

When the DRL history was encounlered after the DRH

history, the reduction in VI response rate was

nonexistent or minimal. Subject Y3, in fact. showed an

increase Ín his VI rate as compared t.o his basel-ine

l-evel. While Y4 díd show a small- but consistent

reduction in response rate, it became apparent that her

baseline ]evel- was so low that there was l-ittl-e room for

a slower rate (a floor effect). It was al-so found that

following the DRH history (Y4) or the two hÍstories (Y3),

both subjects had developed a "testing-out-the-schedul-e"

pattern that al-lowed maximum sensit.ivity to the schedule

in effect. It is probable, therefore, that either the

Iow baseline rate , or the "testJ-ng-out-the-schedul-e" rule

mitigated the ef f ect of t.he DRL history.

Thus it appears that, if given an experimental low-

rate history, the response rate of young subjecLs changes

markedly to resembl-e the hypothesized sl-ower rate of
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older adults. Factors which may minimize or mask this

effect include a previous hj-st.ory of DRH conditioning or

a reJ-atively l-ow rate of respondíng during baseline which

produces a floor effect.

DRH reinforcement hist.ory. The results of the DRH

reinforcement history present an ambíguous picture

compared to that found with the DRL history. Retatively

smal-l increases or no increases in vf response rate were

found, both when DRH was the only history the subjects

had encountered (as r^ras the case with subjects y3 and

Y4) , or when t.he DRH history came after the DRL history

(as was the case with subjects Y1 and Y2) .

A ceiling effect with two subjects (subjects yl and

Y2) may prevent us from making any definitive statements

that DRH produces no o.r l-ittle increase in response rate.

since there is a definite physioJ-ogicaÌ limit on how fast
someone can press a key, the faster a subject presses a

key during baseline the closer he or she wil-I be to the

l-imit (or ceiling) of their endurance. If they are near
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their ceiling rate during baserine, there is j-ittle room

to exhibit furt.her increases after a DRH history. Such

may be the case with subjects yl and. y2. Although they

had very high VI rate after the DRH hÍsLory, they also

had extremery rapÍd vr rates during the baser-Íne vr.

A ceiling effect can not, however, account for the

resul-ts of the other two subjects (y3 and y4) who had

much l-ower basel-ine vr rates. The research by weiner has

l-ed us to expect more rapid. key pressì-ng after other

types of high rate producing histories such as a history
wlth ratio schedul-es (Weiner, IgjZ) . Compared to their
baseline vr rates, subject y3 disprayed a relativery
small Íncrease in rat.e; however, subject y4 showed no

change in vr rate after the DRH history. perhaps the

"testÍng the contingencies" response pattern, which

subject Y4 developed after the DRH history, can heJ-p to
account for the rack of effects of the DRH experimental_

history. Tn many of the remainíng sessions of the

experiment after the DRH history, subject y4 would

periodically respond rapidry for a few second.s then drop
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to a rower rate. such a response pattern could account

for why history effects with subject y4 was nonexistent.

This type of a response pat.t.ern would ensure maxj_mum

sensitivity to reinforcement contingencies. In this way

she woul-d be able to maximize rei-nforcement while

expending the mÍnimum amount. of effort "

Why did t.hese subjects display t.his pattern and not

the other two? Subject. y4 displayed this pattern after

exposure to the DRH history whj-l-e subject y3 displayed

the pattern during the DRL phase. Both subjects had

basel-ine vr rates .l-ower than that required for the DRH

schedul-e. They reported, however, that after t.he DRH

history with its higher response rat.es and greater

density of rej-nforcement, they would periodically try to

find out if the DRH schedul-e was in effect. Thus

exposure to the DRH history, apparently generated self-

inst.ructional- behavj-or to engage j_n high raLes of

responding. Failure to obtain more reinforcers resulted

in them returning to the much more moderate rate shown

during baseline.
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The Transient. Nature of DRL History Effects

One of the more interesti-ng resul_ts of Experiment l-

r^¡as the finding that two subjects who showed a marked

suppression of vr responding after a DRL reinforcement

history, displayed an equally marked return to near

basel-ine VI l-evels after four to six sessions. What

variabl-es courd account for the abbreviated effects of

the DlìL hlstory on Vr performance noted in Experì-ment r?

Two factors might account for this phenomena. weiner has

argued (1982) that history effects wiII not persist if

individuals have both high rate and row rate histories in

thej-r behavioral repertoire, or if competi-ng schedur-es

interfere with such persistence.

It is possible that t.he subjects entered into the

experimental- history with a history of fast responding

acquired during the vr basel-ine phase. After a history

of DRL' these subjects would have both fast and slow

rat.es within their behavioral- repertoires. This wourd

facil-itat.e their abiJ-ity to shift their response pattern
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to match changing contingencies of reinforcement. Both

subjects who showed the transient effect of DRL

condit.ioning responded rapidly during the baseline vr
phase. Thus, the vr baseline may have constÍtuted a

history conditioning phase of high rate responding

rel-ative to that produced under DRL20 s.

The differences in the rate of reinforcement

associated with the dj-fferent schedul_es may be a second

possibl-e expJ-anation of the l-ack of persistence of DRL

history effects. when reinforcement is determined by the

lengt.h of pausing between responses as with DRL, the

frequency of reinforcement increases when the subject

spaces hís/her responses by over 20 seconds. However,

under the vr schedure t.he frequency of reinforcement

actually goes up when t.he subject pauses for shorter ti_me

periods. Thus when t.he schedul-e is DRL the sub ject

receives no relnforcement for pauses under 20 seconds.

under the vr10 schedul-e if the subject continues to
respond at a DRL rate he or she wirl recelve equivalent

amounts of reinforcement Lo that received under the DRL
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schedul-e. However, reinf orcement is al-so avaílabl-e for

shorter pausesr so that the reinforcement rate can

increase if the subject begins to shorten the time

int.erval between responses. After several such

reinforcers, the probability of a subject making shorter

pauses is greater. As was mentioned previously, a

history of faster respondirg, such as these subjects

disprayed under the basel-ine vr, could produce a tendency

to shorten the length of their pauses between key

presses. This explanation is not compJ_ete1y

satisfactory, however, sj-nce such an analysis suggests a

gradual- change in response rate whereas the data actually

show a rapid shift.
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Experiment 2

The second experj-ment vras conceived as a systematic

replj-cation of the first experiment in which the only

variable that was systematicalÌy changed was the

subjects' age. It is a generally accepted phenomena that

the speeded performance of adul-ts begins to deterÍorat.e

after the mid 40's (see Sal-thouse, 1985 for a review of

the l-iterature) . while research has demonst.rat.ed that

certain factors such as the health of the elderly

subjects, and the amount of experience on a certain task

can mitigate the sl-ow response speed (see for example,

Abrahams & Bírren, 1973; Botwinick & Storandt, t9l4;

Light , L916, 1978; Murre1 , I910; Sal-thouse & Somberg,

I9B2), no research coul-d be found that examined at

l-earning history as a possibl-e variable infl_uencing

speeded performance of ol-der adul_ts.

The second experiment was designed to extend the

l-iterature on response speed in older adults by examining

the effect.s of experímental- conditÍonj-ng histories on the
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rate of ol-der adul-ts' responding. The first experiment

conf irmed Wiener, s research t.hat a history of

differential reinforcement for l-ow rates of respond.i-ng

suppresses rapid responding of young adults when they are

later conditioned under a variabre-interval schedul_e.

Low base]-ine rates and,/or previous exposure to a DRH

hist.ory, howeverf can moderate such effects. Atthough

two subjects displayed a slight. but consistent increase

in rate aft.er DRH conditioning, the flrst experiment had

difficurty demonstrating that a DRH conditionÍng history
influences vr response rates because of a ceiling effect
and a "testing of the contingenci-es" response patt.ern

that two of the subjects deveroped.. The experimental_

condit.ions for Experiment Z \^re,re the same as t.hose

employed in Experiment !, except that the subjects r^rere

considerably older.

If the elderly indeed have a pre-experimental

history of reÍnforcement for a sl-ow rate of respondirg,

they shourd have a rate of responding on the basel_ine vr
schedul-e t.hat is lower than that show by the younger
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adul-ts in Experiment 1. However, since the most recent.

conditioning history supersedes the pre-experimental-

condj-tioning history¡ wê would expect to find higher

rat.es of responding under a VI schedule that is preceded

by a DRH conditj-oning history, and l-ower rates of

responding under a VI schedule when DRL is t.he

conditioning history.

Method

Sub j ects

Four femal-e subjects were selected from volunteers

recruited through t.he Society for the Ret.ired and Semi-

Retired and from retired staff of Alberta Hospital

Edmonton in the city of Edmonton, Al-berta. The subjects'

ages ranged from 66 to 77 years (M : 68 years).

As in the fj-rst experiment, a questionnaíre

(Appendix A) r^¿as given to determine the medical- status

and current activity level of the subjects. Subjects

were not on any medication, had no debil-itating chronic

il-l-nesses, and had not been hospital-Ízed or confined to
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bed for at l-east one month prior to the start of the

experiment.

setting, Apparatus, procedure, and Experimental- Design

Since the second experiment was a systematic

replication of t.he first experiment the sett.ing,

apparatus, and procedure were identical to the first

experiment. The experi_mental_ design, schedules of

reinforcement, and dependent variables were the same as

those empj-oyed in Experi_ment 1.

Results

Organizatiori of the Results Sect.ion

The Resurts section of Experi-ment 2 is organized in
the same manner as the Resul-ts section in Experj_ment 1.

That is, two measures were examined; (a) the percentage

of reinforcers earned (to establ_ish the extent to which

subjects came into contact with the contingencies), and

(b) the response rate (to determine whether the

conditj-oning histories affected the subJects' response
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speed). The rRT data were again found to be redundant

and can be found in Appendíx B.

As in Experiment r, the anarysis of the data under

each of these measures rdas divided into three parts: data

pertaining to the basel-ine vr schedule, data pertaining

to t.he independent variables (the two reinforcement

historiês), and data pertaining t.o the post-history vr l_0

schedul-e. The post-history data under the variabre-

interval- schedul-e was compared. to the steady state

responding at the end of the basel_ine Vr data (the

averacJe of the l-ast. 3 baseline sessions) . lrlhen the post-
history vr data followed the subjects, second history.
they too were compared to t.he subjects' vr basel-ine data

rather t.han to those of t.he preceding Vf phase.
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Percentage of Reinforcers Earned

Tabl-e 2 presents the percentage of reinforcers

earned over the first and l-ast 3 sessions príor to,

during, and after the experi-mental- reinforcement

histories.

Baseline VI Schedul-e

As can be seen from Tabl-e 2, the percentage of

reinforcers subject.s recej-ved throughout the basel-ine VI

phase ranged from 812 to 98%.

Experimental- Conditioning Histories

DRL experimental- conditioning hist.ory: All subjects

initially had no contact with reinforcers during t.he DRL

experimental- conditioning history. Under the DRL hist.ory

(their fírst history), subjects 01 and 02 did not. receive

any reinforcers until- they had been instructed to ',slow

down." They were instructed to "slow down" after seven

DRL sessions of zero reinforcement because their

responding appeared to be insensitive to the experimental

history contingency. With the addítion of these
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Tabl-e 2

Percentaqe of rei-nforcers earned over the first and last
3 sessions of each phase for older adul-ts in Experiment 2 "

% Reinforcers Earned
01 02 03 04

Basel-ine

First
Last

Fírst rei-nforcement

¡'l-rs t
Last

First
Last

Second reinforcement

Fi-rst
Last

VT]-O

96 90
98 91

history

DRL2 O

00
14 49

vr1 0

66 69
13 96

history

DP.H6 / 2

092
70 85

VTlO

85 91

VIlO

98 87
91 95

DF.H6 / 2

643
98 0

VIlO

100 99
99 91

DRL2 O

00
0 46

vr10

BB BOFirst
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instructíons they began earning reinforcers under the DRL

contingency. At the end of the DRL phase, subject 01 r^ras

receivÍng approximately three-quarters of the potential

reinforcers, while subject 02 earned about half of them.

As with the other two subjects, subject 03 and 04

fail-ed to obtain any reinforcers over the fj-rst seven

sessions of their DRL conditionj-ng hist.ory (their second

history) until instruct.ed to "sl-ow down." Even after

these instructions, subject 03 did not obtain any

reinforcers despite four more sessÍons under the DRL

schedule than the other subjects. Rather than giving her

additional instructions to slow down further, it was

decided to treat this as an extinction history. Subject

03 had indicat.ed she woul-d only come in for a few more

sessions and it was thought better to test out her

extínction history on the VI schedule rather than have a

DRL history but no sessions on VI to test out it.s

effects. Subject. 04, on the other hand, earned

approximately half of the potential relnforcers aft.er

being instructed to "slow down."
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DRH experimental- conditioning history: Subjects

earned reinforcers under the DRH schedul-e to varying

degrees. The DRH history was the first. history for

sub jects 03 and 04. Sub ject 03 went f rom earnj-ng about

two-thj-rds of the reinforcers at the beginning of the

phase t.o 98% at the end of this phase. The percenLage of

reinforcers earned by subject 04 during the DRH hj-story

phase was varíabl-e and over the final three sessions she

earned no reinforcers. Unl-ike the DRL schedul-e where

the subjects \^rere instructed to "sfow down" after they

displayed no contact with reinforcers, subject 04 was not

given instructions to change her response speed (i.e., to

"speed up"), because she managed to acquire occasional

reinforcement under the DRH contingency. However, it

shoul-d be noted that she never earned mo.re than 15% of

the potential reinforcers even j-n the best of her DRH

sessions (not shown in Tabl-e 2) . Subjects 01 and 02 had

DRH as their second conditÍoning history. Whil-e subject

01 did not receive any reinforcers initiall-y, subject 02

earned over 90% of the reinforcers during the first three
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By the end of the phase subject

OZ recei-ved 85å of the availabl-e

Variabl-e-interval- schedul-e

Vf10 after the DRL history: After the DRL history

(their first conditioni-ng history) , subjects 01 and 02

initial-J-y received approximately two-thirds of the

potential reinforcers under the post-history Vr schedule.

This is 32eo and 2BZ less than they we.re abl_e to obtain

during the final- 3 basel-ine VI sessíons. By the end of

the post-history VI phase, however, subject 01 v¡as

obtaining 1 3z and 02 earned 96% of the potential

reinforcers.

After t.he DRL history (her second history) , sub ject

03 earned 88å and 19?" of t.he reinforcers under the post-

history-VI schedule" This was 9eo to 18% l_ower t.han the

percentage acquired during the final sessions of the

basel-ine phase. Initially, subject O4 obtained 15%' fewer

reinforcers under the post-history VI schedule then
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during the VI baseline. By the end of the phase, however

04 had returned to baseline l-evel-s.

VI10 after the DRH history: Subject 01 v¡as the only

subject to display any variation from basel-ine l-evel-s in

the percentage of reinforcers earned. She had a 13%

reduction in reinforcers earned at the beginning of the

post-hist.ory Vf phase compared to basel-ine, but her

responding returned to basel-ine levels by the end of the

phase. The other three sub jects earned almost t.he same

number of reinforcers during the post-history VI phase as

t.hey did during the f inal sessions of the basel- j-ne phase 
"

Response Rat.e

Figure 4 depicts the average response rate

(responses per minute) for each session prior to, during,

and after the experimental reinforcement histories. The

analysis compares the post-history data under the

variable-interval- schedul-e to the average of the last 3

baseli-ne sessions.
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Basel-ine Vf Schedule

As can be seen in Figure 4, during the baseline VI10

s phase, the rate at which subjects pressed a key varied

considerably bet.ween subjects with an average rate over

the l-ast 3 sessions of 190, 223, 88, and 65 responses per

minute for subjects 01, 02, 03 and 04 respectively.

Except for one session, subjects 01 and 02 displayed

steady but relatively high rates of responding,. l_ess then

10% variation occurred over the l-ast three sessions.

The response rate of subject 03 varied from session to

session and by the end of the phase she displayed a

steady increase of 15 to 30 responses per minute over her

previous sess j-on's rate. Sub ject 04 also tended to

increase her rate by approximateJ-y 5 to 10 responses each

session. Normally, an j-ntervention is not introduced

untÍI steady state responding is establ-ished. It is

considered permissable to introduce an intervention,

however, Íf you expect it to change the rate dramaticarry

over that found during basel-ine or if you expect the

direction of the behavior to change with the
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intervention. Both subjects were responding at a rate
bel-ow that expected under the DRH schedure and above that
expected for the DRL schedule" Given the relatj_vely low

basel-ine rates of respondirg, it was thought that the DRH

schedul-e woul-d change the response rate sufficiently so

that any changes in post-history vr responding could be

attributed to the experj-mental_ history.

Experimenta1 Conditioning Hj_stories

DRL experimental conditioning history: As was

ment.ioned earl_ier, the subjects appeared to be

insensitive to the DRL contingency, regardress of whether

it was the first o,r second history encountered (see

Figure 4) and had to be instructed to "slow down" before

they came j-nto contact with the DRL schedul_e.

rnitially under the DRL history (their first
history), the response rate of subjects 01 and 02

dÍminished to approximatety g0-100 responses per mi_nute,

far faster then the average of 3 responses per minut.e

required by t.he DRL schedul-e. After instructions to
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"SIow dOwn" they reduced their response rat.e tO one which

v¡as more representative of the DRL schedule.

As wj-th the other two subjects, subjects 03 and 04

initiatJ-y failed to come into contact with the DRL

contingencies (their second hj-story) wÍth rates around

l-50-200 responses per minut.e for subject 03 and 70-90

responses per minute for subject 04. After seven

sessions, the subjects were instructed to "sfow down."

Al.though both subjects reduced their rate of responditg'

only subject 04 reduced her response rate to one

j-ndicative of the DRL contingency. Following the

instructions, subject 03 reduced her rat.e to one whích

continued to be too rapid to al-l-ow conLact wit.h the DRL

schedule. She r^Ias gÍven additional sessions under this

schedul-e but her rate appeared to stabilize at

approximately 90 responses per minute, preventing contact

with the DRL schedul-e. This phase, therefore, can only

be considered an extinction period for subject 03.
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DRH experímental conditioning history: Subjects 03

and 04 encounLered the DRH schedule as their first.

history, while the DRH schedul-e was the second hi-story

for sub jects 01 and 02. The cont.rol of t.he DRH schedul-e

over resporrdj-ng is difficult to establ-ish for subjects 04

and 03. After the DRH history was introduced, both

subjects contÍnued to increase their response rate just

as they had been doing during basel-ine. Subject 03

increased her response rate by 68% over the average Vf

rate of the last three basel-ine sessions. By the end of

the DRH phase she had stabilized at about 200 responses

per minute, slightly over the 180 responses per minute

the schedul-e demands for reinforcement. Subject 04

increased her response rate to about 90 responses per

mj-nute, ân increase of 46% over t.he average VI rat.e of

the l-ast 3 basel-ine sessi-ons. Whil-e she varied her rate

sufficiently to obtain reinforcers occasionally, she

generally did not display the higher rate one would

expect under the DRH schedul-e. As was mentioned in the

section "percentage of reinforcers earned", subject 04
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vras not given instructions to change her speed because of

the periodic reinforcement she received.

Despite three sessj_ons at a rate more typical of a

DRL than a DRH schedul-e, subject 01 eventua]ly increased

her rate to one which averaged 170 to 190 responses per

mj-nute. Sub ject 02 came 'into contact with the DRH

history within one session and responded at a rate which

generarry did not drop bel-ow 200 responses per minute.

As was t.he case in Experiment 1-, however, it is difficult

to demonstrate cont.rol_ of the DRH sched.ul_e over

respondirg, sj-nce the subjects' response rates during the

DRH history '\¡iere simil-ar to the rates they displayed

during their baseline phases.

Post-History Variabl-e-interval schedule

Figure 4 shows that a DRL conditi-oning hì-story wíl_l_

suppress vr responding of ol-der adults when it is the

first history encountered. Fol-l-owing the DRr schedule,

subjects 01 and 02 l-owered their VI response rate by

Vf rate after t.he DRL 20 conditíoning historv:
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approximatery 180 and 200 responses per minute from their

respective vr rates during basel-ine. 01 continued to

respond at this rate throughout the post-history VI

phase. Subject 02, however, returned to a rate only

slightly bel-ow baseline leveIs aft.er six sessions.

The resul-ts are l_ess distinct when the DRL history

fofl-owed the DRH history. subject 03 decreased her rate

throughout. the post-history vr phase by 60-80 responses

per minute. As was mentioned, however, she had not. come

into contact with the reinforcement. schedul-e and so the

decrease in responding must be due to the extinction

history and not. to the DRL history. subject 04 dict come

into contact wit.h the DRL history. Aft.er the history she

suppressed her vr rate by over 60 responses per minute

but for only one session. Due to her relativeJ_y l_ow

basel-ine rate a fl-oor effect prevents any further

reduct.ion, but bre shoul-d note that in this sessÍon she

reduced her rate by nearJ-y 90å from her baserine rate.

Fol-l-owing this session she returned to a rate that. hras

37-50 responses per minute faster than t.he rate (65
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responses,/min) observed under the baseline VI10 schedule.

VI rate after the DRH history: The impact of a DRH

history 1s not as apparent as t.hat found with the DRL

history (see Fj-gure 4) . Whil-e the DRH histor:y appears to
have some impact on vr responding when it is the first
history encount.ered (as in the case of subjects 03 and

04), t.he history does not appear to enhance vr responding

above baserine l-evel-s when the subjects have already had

a history of DRL (as was the case of subjects 01 and 02) .

Following the DRH conditioning history, subject 03

showed an increase of 1-60 to 2s5 responses per minut.e

over her basel-ine vr rate (see Figure 4) with a slightly
decl-ining trend over the phase. Sub ject 04 also

increased her post-history vr rate over her basel-ine vr
rate but to a much smaller extent (by 30 to 50 ïesponses

per minute) . This rate is consistent wÍth the one she

showed during the DRH conditioning history where, it may

be remembered, she only occasionarly came into contact

with the DRH schedule. since she displayed a small- but
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increasing trend in her basel-ine vr rate, it is difficult.

to determine whether the smal-l- increase in rat.e after the

DRH history was due to the hístory, given mínimal- cont.act

with the DRH history¡ or to continuation of the

increasing trend seen in baseline. Thus, the d.ata of

subject 04 can not provide evidence as to whet.her a DRH

hist.ory enhances subsequent VI performance.

A different picture is seen when the DRH history ís

the second history encounlered. After they had been

exposed to both the DRL and the DRH history, subjects 01

and 02 disprayed a temporary reductíon in response rate

after which they returned to basel_ j_ne VI rates. The

reduction is more apparent for subject 01 who decreased

her post-history vr rate by approximately 150 responses

per minute on two occasíons. Their basel-ine rate,

however, makes it difficulL to determ effects of the DRH

history on their vr rate. Both subjects had a basel-ine

vr rat.e that was very simirar to or above that expected

under a DRH6/2 schedul-e. Thus, âL the most., one woul_d
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expect. the DRH schedul-e to return t.he subjects Vf

response rate to their baselíne levels.

Figure 5 provides a graphic sunìmary of the changes

produced in VI performance after the two condítioning

hj-storíes. It displays the amounL of change in the VI

response rate (as compared to the mean of the last 3

baseline sessions) after the DRL and the DRH condit.ioning

histories. To summarize, marked reductions in two

subjects' (01 , 02) response rates hlere observed after

exposure to a DRL history, although subject 02's response

rate Suppress j-on was transient. Minimal- or transient

reduct.ions r¡¡ere seen after exposure to DRL (O4) or

extinct.ion histories (O3) when t.hese histories were

preceded by DRH. Increases in response rate were

observed after DRH only when it was the first history

(O3, 04). The increase in rate was not apparent when the

DRH hist.ory foll-owed a DRL history, in

fact there appears to be a temporary reducti-on in rate (O1,

02) .
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Experiment 2 Discussion

The discuss j-on is divided into t.wo parts. The f irst

section examines the simiraríties between the results of

Experj-ments 1 and 2 including the effects of

reinforcement history, the basel-ine VI rates, and the

t.ransience of DRL history effects. The second section

discusses the discrepancy seen between the two

experiments in the sensitivity to DRL schedul_es.

Simil-arities Between the Two Experiments

Basel-ine rates. Overal_I, oÌder subjects in

Experiment 2 had a l-ower mean response rate then the

younger subjects in Experíment 1 (see Appendix C) . If we

l-ook at t.he individual- response rates over the l-ast three

sessions of the baseline VI phase, however, slightly

dif f erent concl-usions can be drawn. Al_though two young

subjects had the highest response speedsr ân ol-der ad.ul-t

had the next highest response rate and no cl-ear pattern

can be seen for t.he remaining subjects, young or old..

Thus, alt.hough the mean response speed is consistent with
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the literatures' presentation of slower responding of

ol-der adurts, j-nter-subject variability is too great. to

make this a representative concl-usion in the present

experiment.

DRL reinforcement history. The results clearlv

demonst.rate t.hat a response suppressj_on history can

persist to affect older adurts' operant behavíor as werl_

as younger adults especially if the DRL history i-s not

preceded by a DRH history. As in Experiment L, the two

subjecLs (O1, 02), who had t.o that. point encountered only

a DRL schedule, displayed a marked decrease ín their
post-history vr responding. whire subject 01 continued

at this lower rate throughout the post.-history vr phase,

subject 02 returned after several- sessions to a rate that

hras only sJ-ightry below baseline l-evel-s . sub ject 04, who

had bot.h types of histories, showed a very transient

decline in her VI rate after the DRL history. These

findings are consistent with those found in Experiment j-

with younger subjects and with Weiner's (I912)

j-nvestigations of DRL experÍmental_ hj_storÍes.
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Subject 03 did not come into contact with the DRL

contlngencíes despit.e being instructed to "sfow down."

As a consequence, the history she received was one of

extinction. This period of no reinforcement appeared to

have a similar effect to the DRL history in that her

subsequent Vf response rate was substantial_Iy l_ower.

caution shourd be used in generalizing this findíng to

other order subjects since only subject 03 recej-ved this

condition. Reinforcement histories, therefore, that

suppress responding can persist to infl_uence ol_der

adults' performance in much the same way they affect

younger adul-ts' performance .

DRH reinforcement history. The effects of a DRH

history are more consistent across older subjects then

was found with the younger subjects. fn Experj_ment !,

one subject. with onJ-y a history of DRH and one subject

wit.h a history of DRL and DRH showed a smal-r increase in

response rates after the DRH conditioníng history. In

Experiment. 2 the number of histories a subject had
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experienced seemed to pfay a part ín the J-mpact a DRH

hi-story had on theír VI response rate. The two subjects

who had t.he DRH history as thej-r first history, displayed

moderate (O3) to l-ow (O4) increases in their vr rate.

These findings are consj-stent with t.he resul-ts of the two

younger subjects in Experj-ment 1 and with Weiner's (1972;

1-982) research on FR histories, another response

enhancing schedule. The data of subject c^4, however,

must be viewed with caution since the increasing trend of

her baseline data and the minimal- contact with the DRH

schedule complicates the interpretation of her data.

SubjecLs 01 and 02, who had experience with both

histories, displayed a different. pattern of responding

after the DRH history than the other subjects. Foll-owíng

the DRH history, they initial-ly showed l-ower VI rates

before they ret.urned to near baseline levels. It should

be noted, however, that both subjects had basel-ine rates

which resembled the rate generated by the DRH schedul-e"

We would not expect the DRH history, therefore, to
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produce more rapid responding then what. was observed

during basel-ine.

one additional factor should be noted about these

sub ject.s. These two ,sub jects have in common rower rates

throughout the post-DRl-history vr phase. After t.he DRH

history, they ret.urned to a higher rate that is bot.h

consistent with their basel-ine rate and the rate
generated by the DRH schedul-e. rt is possible that. the

DRH history offset the effects of the DRL history but

courd not produce any further increases due to the fact

that the subjects had not encountered a schedul_e which

enhanced responding over t.heir typical- vr rate. subject

03 and 04, on the other hand, had baser-ine vr rates that
brere bel-ow t.hat found under the DRH history, possibty due

to some pre-experiment.al- factor. Thus, a parsimonious

interpret.ation of the data would suggest that ol-der

adul-ts are indeed sensitive to DRH hístory effects.

Possibry, such a history offsets the effects of any

suppression history be Ít experimentally induced. or pre-

experimental- in nature.
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Transience of DRT, history effects. The transience

of the DRL reinforcement hist.ory is not particular to

younger subjects. fn Experiment 1 the suppressive

effects of the DRL hJ-story was modifíed over several- VI

sessions for two of the three subjects who displayed

suppression effects. Such was the case wit.h older

subjects, where subjects 02 and 04 increased response

rates over the course of the post-DRl-history VI phase.

An examinatlon of Weiner's (1"969a; 1969b; I972; I919)

research, shows that a number of his subjects exhibited

similar modifications in their response rates after DRL

conditioning. There is, however, the possibÍlity that

the VI basel-ine acted as a reinforcement history. As

suggested in the discussion of Experj-ment 7, subjects

woul-d have both high rate and low rate histories in their

behavioral repert.oire, if a high response rate became

conditioned during the basel-ine phase. According to

Weiner (L982) exposure to opposing schedules (i.e., l-ow

rate vs high rate) wiII limít the duration of infl-uence

of the conditioning history on subsequent VI performance.
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Differences in sensitivity to DRL contingencies

Despi-te the remarkabr-e simiraritles between the two

experi-ments/ one finding stands out. dramaticalry. During

DRL conditioning al-l- four older subjects' rate of
responding r^/as such that they failed to come into contact

with the DRL contingencies. rn ord.er to ensure the

subjects came into contact wit.h this contingency, t.he

subjects had t.o be instructed to "sl_ow down." Arthough

the four subjects dropped theír rate after these

instructions, only OL, 02, and 04 responded with a

typical DRL response pattern. The rate of subject 03 was

stil-l- too fast for the cont.ingencj_es. This was not t.he

case with the younger subjects who eit.her came under

control- of the DRL contingency within several_ sessíons

(as when Ít was their first history) or responded withín
the first two sessions (as when it h¡as their second

history) .
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It is not easy to explain why a response rate is
insensitive to the rej-nforcement contingencies when no

observable factor can be pinpointed to account for these

resul-ts (such as a change in the reinforcement

cont.ingencies). rt is tempt.ing to point to the subjects'

age and suggest that older adurts are more likery to
perseverate then younger adul-ts (lrloodruff , l-995) . This

is not a satisfactory solution, however, in light of the

fact. that such insensitivity to contingencies has been

found with younger indivÍdual-s (Deluca & Holborn, in
press) and with other species (Sidman, 1960) . Sidman

(l-960) ca1led this phenomena "l_ocked ïate. " He noted

that repetiL:-ve responding at a particurar rate can

result. in the rate itsel_f becoming apart of the

reinforcement contingency since that response rate is
consistentry foll-owed by reinforcement. rn ot.her word.s,

the higher rate becomes a discriminative stimul_us for a

particular response pattern. Thus, experì-ence wit.h

higher rates of reinforcement during the baserine vr

phase (in the case of 01 and 02) or t.he combination of

the vr phases and the DRH phase (in the case of 03 and.
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04) may have acted to produce the relative insensitivity

to the DRL schedule "

While "l-ocked rates" of older subjects deserves

investigation , of mo.re pressing concern to my experiment

is the fact that the reinforcement hist.ory of the erderJ-y

\^ras srightly different than that of the younger adurts

since they were given instructions to "slow down" and the

younger subjects were not.. At the current time there is

a debate in the behavi-orar literature as to whether such

instructions produce substantial-Iy different behavior

than contingency shaped behavior (see for example Zettl-e

and Hayes, 1982; Baron and Galizlo, 1983; Buskist, Barry,

Morgan & Rossí, 1984). Skinner (1957) has suggested

that. while initial responding to instructíons is an

example of rul-e governed behavior, after contact with the

contingencÍes the rej-nforcement schedul-e takes control

over t.he response pattern.
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To summarize, Experiment. 2 v/as designed to be a

systematic replication of Experiment 1 across age of
subjects. rn such an experiment. the experimental

procedures are identical- to a previous experiment except

that some variabl-e is del-iberateJ_y altered (in this case

the age of the subject) " It hras d.esigned to answer the
quest.ion "rf r use t.he same reinforcement histories with

order adurts as r used with younger aduì-ts, wil-l_ r get

the same kind of effects?" The resul-ts of Experiment 2

al-l-owed us to det.ermine the extent to which behaviorists
can have confidence in their statements that learning

histories contrj-bute to the sl-ower response speeds seen

with ol-der adul-ts. Experiment 2 demonstrated that
conditioning histories, especialty a response suppression

history, can indeed pfay a role in infl-uencing ol-der

adul-ts performance in much the same way that they affect
younger adults. Thus older adul_t.s appear to be as

sensitive to reinforcement histories as younger adults.
The type of history rather than the age of the individual

is llkery to play more of a rol-e in determining their
response speed when health and other exLraneous factors

are hel-d constant.
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Experiment 3

rn the first and second experiments an unusual and

unpredJ-cted effect occurred that need.s some

cl-arification. For a number of subjects ín Experiments 1

and 2, the suppression of their vr rat.es aft.er the DRL

history was transient. More specificarly, after showi_ng

the predicted decrease in the post-history vr respondirg,

their response rate increased to near basel-ine levers
after two to six sessions. rt was suggested that the vr
base]ine phase might have had a "history" effect which

modj-fied the impact of the DRL history. The vr schedule,

however, \^ras selected to assess the impact of the

conditioning histories because researchers have indicated
it woul-d not have such an impact (e.g., weiner, tg12) .

rn other words, it was thought to be equally vulnerabl_e

to DRL and DRH conditioning histories sínce a vr schedul-e

reinf orces bot.h rapid. and sl_ow responding.
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Therefore, to further explore the above findings,

two subjects vrere exposed to a DRL conditioning history

wj-thout any prior experience with a VI10 schedul-e. The

experiment was designed to rule out the possibj-Iity that

exposure to the baseline VI10 schedul-e \Aras interacting

with the DRL conditioning history and subsequently

facil-ì-tating recovery to higher response rates "

Met.hod

Sub j ect. s

Two mal-e subjects

in this experiment. A

indícated their health

the first experiment.

(aged 25 and 29 years) were used

medical- questionnaire (Appendix A)

st.alus was simil-ar to subiects in

Sett.irg, Apparatus and Procedure

The equipment, room, computer, task, instructions,

session lengt.h and cash bonus were identical- to that used

in the fírst experiment. The procedure þras the same as

that used in Experiments 1.
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Experimental- Design

The t,wo younger subjects (y5 and y6) were exposed to

a DRL 20 condit.j-oning history for approximately 10

sessions, then to a vr10 s schedu]e for an additional- 10

sessions. Both schedules were identical to those used in

the first two experiments.

Results

Organization of the Resul_ts Sectj_on

As in Experiments 1 and 2, two measures are used:

the percentage of reinforcers earned., and the response

rate. The anarysis of each measure is divided int.o two

parts, the dat.a pertai_ning to the independent variabl_e

(the DRL history) , and the data rel_at.ed to the post-

hÍstory Vr schedul-e. since the point of interest. i-s

whether a transient suppression effect is possi-bre

without a vr baseline, the anarysis focuses on the post.-

history Vr phase to determine the presence or absence of

such an effect.
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Percentage of Reinforcers Earned

Table 3 presents the percentage of rej_nforcers

earned over the first and last 3 sessions of aII phases.

DRL experimental- conditioning history: Subjects y5

and Y6 began to earn reinforcers soon after the DRL

schedule came Ínto effect (see Table 3). By the end of

the DRL history phase, they were earning approximately

two t.hirds to one hal-f of the reinforcers t.hat were

potentially avail-abIe to them.

Post-history variab]e interval schedul_e: During the

post-history VI phase, subjects y5 and y6 initíally

received a l-itt1e more than one hal-f to two thirds of the

reinforcers. By the end of the phase bot.h were earning

more than 90% of the reinforcers.
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DRL reinforcement history

First
Last

Post-history VI10

First
Last
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% Reinforcers Earned
Y5 Y6

31 s0
64 51

55 64
91 92

Percentage of leinforcers earned over the first and last
9sé
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Response Rat.e

Figure 6 depicts t.he session response rat.e

(responses per minute) for t.he two subjects (y5 and y6)

during and after the DRL conditionÍng hist.ory.

DRL experimental condi-tioninq historlz: As can be

seen in Fj-gure 6, within two to t.hree sessions y5 and y6

displayed the typical l-ow response rate associated with a

DRL20 s schedule of reinforcement.. By t.he end of this
DRL history, both subjects had an average session

response rate of 3 to 5 responses per minute.

Post-historv variabl-e-intervat schedure: There

appeared to be a DRL suppression effect on both subjects

response rates during the initial_ sessions of the post-
history Vf phase (see Figure 6). Over the first three

sessions under the vr schedul-e subject y5 had an average

rate of 3 responses per mínute and subject y6 had an

average rate of 5 responses per minute. subjects y5 and



Y6 displayed an j-ncrease

through the post-history

sessj-ons of the VI phase,

lncreased to 61 responses

responses per mJ-nute (for

session subject Y6 had a

per minute.
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in their VI rate part way

VI phase. Over the last 3

their response rate had

per minute (for Y5) and 31

Y6) " Interest.ingly, in one

response rate of 266 responses
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Di-scussi-on

In thj-s experiment two younger subjects were not

exposed to Vr reinforcement prior to the DRL conditioning

history. However, as with a number of subjects in

Experiment 1 and 2, afLer a DRL history both subject.s

began to íncrease their suppressed vr response rate after

several- sessÍons of vr reinforcement. Thus the recovery

to higher Vr rates after DRL conditioning does not appear

to be a functíon of previous experience with a Vf

schedul-e.

To summarize, in Experiments 1 and 2, the lower VI

response rate found on the key press task after DRL

conditioning was modified by a number of younger and.

ol-der sub jects after several- sessions under vr10. This

return to higher rates, however, does not appear to be

the result of the variabre-intervar sched.ul-e producing a

history effect since two younger subjects showed the same

ef fect wit.hout any prior experience with this sched.ul-e.
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Experiment 4

Another unusual- finding in Experiment 2 was that arl
older subjects appeared insensitive to the DRL 20

schedul-e until- they hrere instructed to "Sl-o\^r down.', Such

instructions generat.e rure-governed behavior and the
question arises whether the effects of rule-governed

histories are similar to cont.ingency-shaped hj_stories ín
terms of the effect they will- have on behavior under the
post-history vr schedule (Buskist, Bennett & Miller,
1981) .

rn order to determine if contingency-shaped behavi_or

woul-d produce the same resul-ts as rure-governed behavior,
two ol-der subjects were exposed to an increasingry
restricti-ve DRL schedul-e until- their performance had been

shaped to match DRL20 s contj_ngencies.

Method

Subjects
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One mal-e and one femal_e subject (aged 64 and 61

years) were used in this experiment. Their medical-

questionnaire (Appendix A) data indicated that they had

similar characteristics to the subjects in the second

experiment.

Setting, Apparatus and procedure

The equi-pment, roomf computer, task, instructions,

session length, cash bonus and procedure were identical

to that used in the second experiment.

Experimental- DesJ_gn

The two order subjects (o5 and 06) were exposed to a

basel-ine vr10 s schedule, then to two sessions of DRL4,

two sessions of DRL8, two sessions of DRL12, one session

of DRL16, and three sessions of DRL20 s. Fol-l-owing the

DRL conditioning history, the schedule returned to vr10

for an additional_ 10 sessions.
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Organizatíon of the Resutts Section

The measures (percentage of reinforcers earned and

response rate) were identical- to those used in the first
two experiments. Likewise, the anarysis of each measure

is divided into three parts, the baseline vr phase, the

DRL history, and the post-history vr schedule. The post-
history Vr response rate is compared to the st.eady stat.e

responding at the end of the basel-ine vr data (i.e., the

average of the l_ast three baseline sessions) .

Percentage of Reinforcers Earned

Baseline VI schedule: As can be seen in Tabl_e 3,

subjects 05 and 06 earned. over three-quarters of the

reinforcers both at the beginning and end of the basel_ine

phase.

DRL experi-menta] conditioning hístorv: During the

initial- DRL sessions, subjects 05 and 06 earned. 22% and
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L6% fewer reinforcers then they had during t.he final-

sessions of the basel-ine phase. Even at the end of the

DRL history phase when the schedul-e had become extremely

stringent (DRL 20 s), subject 05 earned l-ess then half,

while subject O6 earned approxJ-mateJ-y three quarters of

the reinforcers that were potentially availabl-e to them.

Post-history variable interval- schedul-e: Sub ject 05

initial-ly earned 51% fewer reinforcers during the post-

history VI phase then during t.he basel-ine phase. By t.he

end of the experiment she was obtaining almost all-

avail-able reinforcers (19% more than basel-ine) . Whil-e

subject O6 earned slightly less reinforcers (6e" less) at

the beginning of the post-hist.ory phase then he did

during baseline, by the end of the post-history VI phase

he had returned to baselÍne IeveIs.

Response Rate

Figure 7 depicts the session response rate

(responses per minute) for t.he two ol-der (O5 and 06)
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Tabl-e 4

Percentage of reinforcers earned over t.he first and l_ast
3 sessions of each phase for older adults in Experiment 4.

Z Relnforcers Earned
05 06

BASEJINE VJ-1U

First
Last

DRL reinforcement history

.E'rrst
Last

Post-history VI10

First
Last

85 88
78 85

56 69
42 14

27 79
91 85
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subjects. The analysj-s compares the post-history data

under the variable-i-nterval- schedure to the averag'e of

the last 3 baseline sessions.

Basel-ine VI schedule: As can be seen in Fj_gure 1 ,

during the baseline Vr phase, the rate at which the order

subjects pressed a key was very low, with an average rate

over the last 3 sessions of 15 and 35 responses per

minute for subject 05 and 06 respectj-vely. Ar-though, the

response rate of both subjects vari-ed somewhat from

session to session, it did not vary by more than 13

responses per mínute by the last 3 sessj_ons of the

basel-ine vr phase. Tt should be noted. that. whire the

basel-ine rates are greater then that expected under DRL20

(approximately 3 responses per minute), they are l_ow

enough that any suppressive effect of the DRL history

will- be limited (a fl-oor effect) .
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DRL experj-mental- conditioning history: As can be

seen in Figure 1 | subjects 05 and 06 gradually decreased

their response rat.e as the schedul-e of reinforcement

moved form DRL4 to DRL20. By the end of the DRL history,

they had decreased their rate to 2 to 6 responses per

minute.

Post-hj-story variabl-e-interval- schedul_e: Both ol_der

subjects displayed a small- reduction in VI rates

following t.he DRL history (see Figure 7) . As hras

mentioned, a floor effect masks Lhe extent of suppression

that could be seen in their data. Although subject 05

had an initial- post-history Vf rate of 1 to 9 responses

per minute, thÍs actual-J-y represents a 40q-' to 93%

reduction from her baseline rat.e. She began to increase

her rate, however, after approximately four sessions to a

rate which was 200e" to 900% greater than her original

basel-ine rate. She continued at this higher rate to the

end of the experiment. Subject 06 had a post-history VI

rate that ranged from 1-0 to 26 responses per minute.
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This is a 26% to 7r% reduction from his basel-ine vr rate.

Unl-lke subject 05, subject 06 maintained his l_ower rate

to the end of the VI phase.

The degree of change in VI performance for subjects

05 and 06, is exemplifíed in Figure 8, which presents the

amount of change in these two subjects' vr response rate

(as compared to the average of the l_ast. 3 baseli_ne

sesslons) after the DRL history. This figure clearly

depicts t.he transient effect of the DRL history in

subject 05's post-hj-story VI performancer âs well_ as the

consistency of the suppressed post-history vr performance

of subject 06.
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Discussion

All ol-der subjects in Experiment 2 had to be

instructed to "sl-ow down" before they came int.o contact

with the DRL history" This htas not the case with younger

subjects in Experíment 1. In order to determine whether

DRL histories which used instructions to slow down would

have the same effect as contingency shaped DRL histories,

two older subjects in Experiment 4 were gi-ven a DRL

history in which their response rate rdas gradually shaped

from short pauses to the longer pausing characteristic of

a DRL20 schedul-e.

After the shaped DRL history, both subjects

displayed a suppressed response rate under the post-

hÍstory VI schedul-e. As was f ound in Experiment 2,

however, the J-ength of suppression was mixed. After

several- sessions in which she displayed a l-ower VI rate

then her basel-ine, one subject actually increased her

rate way beyond basel-ine levels, in much t.he same fashion

of some older and younger subject.s in Experiments 1 and
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2. However, subject. 06's posthistory vr rate continued

to be l-ower then his baseline l-evel throughout the entire
phase. Again, this j_s consistent wit.h subject y4 in t.he

first experiment and subject 01 in the second experiment.

rnstructions, therefore, can be considered to have a

history effect simil-ar to contingency shaped behavj_or.

There is some evi_dence t.hat contact with the

cont.ingencies will- override instructions when the

instructions are incompatibl-e wít.h the reinforcement

schedule. Tn a recentry conduct.ed experÍment, Torgrud

and Holborn (in press) gave subjects instructions that

either corresponded to the contingencies or r^iere

incompat ible with them (e . g. , "you shoul_d respond very

fast, " when the schedul-e reinforced row rate respondirg) .

A]-though t.hey found that a portion of their subjects

responded to the incompatible instructions, extended

contact with the contingenci_es eventually undermined the

verbal- control- and the reinforcement schedul_e took

control of response rate
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To summarize, in Experiment 2 atl- of the ol_der

subjects needed to be given instructions before they

reduced their response rate to one which matched the DRL

20 s contingency. This raised t.he question of whet.her

the DRL history in Experiment 2 was equivarent to that in

Experj-ment 1 were no instructions were given. This

experíment demonstrated that the use of instructions to

induce subjects with a locked rate to come into contact

with the cont.ingencies, does not appear to produce

different resul-ts then when the history is contingency-

shaped.
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Experiment. 5

The fifth experiment examined whether the findings

of the first experiment would be replicated if the

conditionj-ng hÍstory occurred on a different task then

the test task. Behaviorists have suggested that the

human subject's conditioning hístory accounLs for some of

the discrepancj-es between anÍmal and human subjects in

operant research. weiner (t979) has suggested that

conditioning histories can account for differences

between certai-n types of human popurations (mental-ly

disturbed vs not mental-l-y disturbed) . Baron and Meních

(1985) speculated that ol-der adults slower reacti-on ti-mes

on matching-to-sample tasks are due in part to

conditioning histories that differed considerabry from

younger adults. certainly the resul-ts for both young

and old adults in the first four experimenLs provÍde

support for this suggestion, but onÌy if the task is the

same in both the conditioning history and the subsequent

learning phase. The reality, of course, is that very few

subjects have conditioning histories identicar to that of
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the test situation. This suggests t.hat before comparing

young and ol-d adul-ts' speeded performance, a poJ-nL of

investigation should be to determine whether conditioning

histories on one t.ask can have an ímpact on younger

adul-ts' performance on another task such as a

matchÍng-to-sampJ-e task.

The fifth experiment, therefore, examined whether

DRL and DRH conditioning histories acquired on a simple

key press task woul-d affect subjects' response latency

during a subsequent matching-to-sampÌe task. A J-atency

measure was used as the dependent variable since much of

the l-iterature on ofder adults' speeded performance has

examined the amount of time a subject takes t.o respond to

a stimul-us (Salthouse, 1985) .

Method

Subjects

The three female

the fifth experiment

subjects and one male subJect for

had comparable characteristics to
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the subjects in the first experiment. Their ages ranged

from 21 to 33 years (M : 29.25) .

Setting and Apparatus

The cash bonus, equipment, room, computer, and

session length were identical- to those used in the fÍrst

three experiments. The t.ask during the experimental-

conditioning histories was again a símple key press to

the first red button on the same black boxes used i-n the

earlier experiments. During the baseline and testing

sítuations, where the task invol-ved a matching-to-sampJ-e

discrimination, all three red buttons on the black box

were used to respond to a stimul-us array on the computer

monitor. The computer recorded t.he occurrence of a

subject's response, the amount of time between the onset

of the choice stimul-i and the response (response

latency) , and whether the response h¡as reinforced or not 
"

Procedure

At the beginning of the session, the display on the

monitor was identical to that in Experiment L, the
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reinforcement counter v¡as set. at 0000 cents in the upper

right hand corner and the instructions "press any key to

begin session" appeared in the centre of the screen.

When the key was pressed, t.he instructj-ons cleared and

the reinforcement schedule was activated. The display

did not change (except for advancements of the

reinforcement. counter) during the history conditioni_ng

(DRL20 or DRH6/2) phases. However, during the MTS

phases, pressing the keyboard produced the first

matching-to-sample stimul-us disptay.

The stimulÍ consisted

dÍffered syst.ematically in

constructed from an I by B

sample and choj-ce stimuli

with Lhe restríct.ion that

appear as the sample more

was the case in the Baron

of 45 abstract figures that

shape. Each stimul-us was

matrix. Stimul-i appeared as

according to a random sequence

the same stimul-us could not.

t.han t.hree times ín a row, as

and Menich (1985) study.

In the matching-to-sample procedure. a sample

stimulus was presented for j-nspect.ion foflowed 2 seconds
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l-ater by three comparison stimul_i, one of which (position
chosen randomly) matched the sample stimulus. The

subjecL's task was to press the butt.on corresponding to
the comparison stimulus that matched the sampre stimurus.
Each matching-to-sampre sequence was recorded as a single
response. while key presses to the identical_ comparison

stimul-us r^/ere recorded as correct responses, key presses
to the other comparison stimuri were recorded as

commission errors. A key press ended the matching-to-
sampJ-e sequence and initiated the next sequence. At. the
end of the session the statement "the session has ended,,

appeared on the monitor.

As in the first experiment the participants were not
tol-d anything about the nature of the reinforcement
contingencies. rn additlon, they were not tor_d how to
match the sample to the choice stimur-i. During the
conditioning histori-es when the task r^ras a simpre key
press' the inst.ructi-ons were identicar to t.hose of
Experiment 1. During the matching-to-sampre phases, the
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instructions changed to refl-ect the alterations in the
required task " specíf icarly, sub jects \^¡e.re instructed:

When f press this key (experimenter points to
keyboard) it wil_l_ start the session. lrlhen t.he

session ends, the computer will_ tell_ you.

sometimes during the session you may be able to
earn pennies. The number of pennies you earn

will be indicated up here (experimenter poj_nts

to location of counter) . Whether or not you

earn pennies depends on how you respond t.o

objects you wirr see on the screen using these

three keys (experimenter indicates) which

correspond to the objects on the screen. you

have to decide how you wir-r- respond. in order to
earn pennj-es. From time to t.ime the conditions
f or earning pennies wir-r- change. Do not think
the computer is broken or not working properly.
Try to earn as many pennies as you can under

all- condit.ions.
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Experimental- Design

fn the initiaj- phase (baseline) and after each

experimentar reinforcement history four subjects were

exposed t.o a matchj-ng-to-sampte dj-scrj-mination t.ask (MTS)

under a variabre-interval- 15 s schedul_e (vri_5). The t.ask

and schedul-e are simíl-ar to those used by Baron and

Menich (1985). Unlike their study, increasingly

rest.rictive temporal- contingencies r¡rere noL superimposed

on the vr15 s schedul-e. Again, one of the reasons for

usi-ng a vr schedul-e is that Ít relnforces both high and.

l-ow rates of responding. With Baron and Menich's

temporal contingencies, however, sfow paced responding

would not be reinforced.

During the MTS phases, reinforcement was based on

"correct" responses. under the vr15 s reinforcement

schedure, the counter advanced by 1 after the fi_rst

correct MTS response following a 15 s interval (on the

average) from the previous reinforcement. The choice

stimul-i were branked from the screen when the subject

made a response and the next matching-to-sample sequence
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began. Timing of the response intervar_ began when the
choice stimuli were presenLed.

During the second and fourth phase, subjects were

given one of two different rate conditioning histories on

a simpJ-e key press task, either DRL20 s or DRH6/2 s. The

effects of these conditioning histories on a different
testing situat.ion \^¡ere evaluated when the task and the
conLingencies changed once again to a vr15 schedur_e of
reinforcement. on a matching-to-sample task. The order of
presentation of the conditioning histories \^ras

count.erbalanced across subjects, with a DRH history
preceding a DRL history for subjects y] and yg and with a

DRL history preceding a DRH history for subjects y9 and

Y10 .

Dependent Variabl-es

is cal-culated as the sum of the l_atenci_es

number of responses during a session.

This measure

divided by the
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Fre uency of correct responses er session. This
measure

subject

is defined. by the number of
made during a session.

correct matches a

Frequency of commission errors per sessíon. Thís
measure consist.s of the number of times

incorrect matching response occurred.

Averaqe response rate.

the dependent variabl_e used

histories and is cal_culated

response per session divided

a session.

per session an

The average response rate is
during the condj-tioning

as the sum of the key press

by the number of minutes in

Resul-ts

Organization of the Resul_ts Section

The data anarysis proceeds through four measures.

As in t.he first three experiments, the first measure

(percentage of reinforcers earned) indicates the extent
to which subject.s came ínto contact with the different
schedures of reinforcement, The second measure (response
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rate) is the number of responses the subjects made over

the l-5 minute sessions during both the DRL and the DRH

condi-tioning histories. The thÍrd measure (lat.ency)

applies to the data collect.ed during the match-to-sample

sessions. The latency measure r-ooks at the average

amount of ti-me a subject takes to make a MTS response

during each session, and. therefore differs from ïesponse

rate used in the previous experiments. The relative
latency distribution (an alt.ernative portrayal- of the
J-atency data), may be found in Appendix D because

anarysis indicated that these data were redundant to the
information provided by the average latency measure. The

number of corr:ect, MTS responses and the number of
commission errors the subjects made during the MTS phases

are a]so found in the appendix secti.on (Appendix E) . on

anal-y.';is there did not. appear to be any observable

changes in the number of correct responses t.hat the three
subjects made in each t¿ts phase, nor in the number of
errors they made. The number of correct. MTS responses

and t.he commission errors of the fourt.h subject, who did
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show a change in these measures, wil-r be described

shortÌy.

The ana]ysis of these measures is separated into two

parts: data pertaÍning to the independent variabl_es (the

two reinforcement hist.ories); and data pertaining to the

MTS task under the vr15 schedule. As in the previous

experiments post-history MTS data r^¡ere compared to the

last three sessions of the basel-ine MTS data, regardress

of whether the post-history MTS data followed a subject's
first or second history.

?ercentage of Reinforcers Earned

Tabl-e 5 presents the percent.age of rei-nforcers

earned over t.he first and l-ast 3 sessions prior to,
duri-ng, and after the experimental- reinforcement

histories.

Exper-i-mental_ Conditioning Histories

DRL experimental- conditioning historv: Not arl-

subjects earned reinforcers in the initial_ sessions of
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the DRL history phase" Subjects y9 and y10, who had DRt

as their first history, appeared to be insensitive to the

DRL schedule of reinforcement. They did not earn any

reinforcers untj-l, after seven sessions, they were

instructed to "slow down." For the remainder of the

phase, t.hey earned over three-quarLers and two-thirds of

the availabl-e reinforcers. Subjects y'l and yB, who had

DRL as theÍr second history, began obtaining reinforcers

within the first three sessions of the DRL schedure (z%

for Yl and 51% for Y8). By the end of the phase t.hey

r^/ere earning 83% (yB) and 59% (y9) of the availabl_e

reinforcers.

DRH experimental_ conditíoning history: All subjects

started to earn rei-nforcers within the first three

sessions of the DRH hist.ory. when the DRH sched.ul-e was

the first history (as in the case of y] and. yB), subjects

initially earned 952 and 83% of the reinforcers. when it
vras the second history (subjects y9 and y10), subjects

obt.ained approximately hal-f to two-thlrds of the
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reinforcers. By the end of the phase, all four subjects

were earning over 95t of the availabl-e reinforcers.

MTS Under a Variable-interval- Schedule

Remarkable consistency was seen in the percentage of

reinforcers earned by three subjects (Y1, Y8, Y10) .

Through-out al-l phases involving the MTS Lask, they

earned over 80% of the potentiaÌ reinforcers. For these

three subjects, there did not appear to be any

substantial variati-on in the number of rei-nforcers earned

regardless of the history that preceded the VI15 phase.

However, followj-ng the DRL history, subject Y9 earned 5%

to 20% less reinforcers in the post-history MTS sessions

then she did during the baseline phase. There díd not.

appear to be any difference from her basel-ine in the

post-DRH history MTS phase.

Response Rate

Figure 9 displays the average response rate

(responses per minute) for each subject duríng each

session of the two condit.ionJ-ng histories.
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Table 5

Percentage of reinforcers earned over the first and l-ast
3¡

% Reinforcers Earned
Y1 Y8 Y9 Y1O

First reinforcement hj_story

DRH6 / 2

First 95 83
Last 96 95

MTS after first hist.ory

VI15
First 86 85
Last 85 89

Second reinforcement history

Basel-ine MTS

!'r-rs t
l,aSt

First
Last

MTS after second

VI15

80 89
91 81

DRL2 O

2 51
83 s9

history

VI15

85 84

VI15

86 86
85 88

DRL2 O

00
76 69

VI15
B0 92
65 8s

DF.H6 / 2

57 63
97 98

VI15

84 86FÍrst
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Experimental Conditioning Histories

DRL experimental conditioninq historv: Two of the

subjects (Y9 and y10) did not initially come j_nto contact

with the DRL20 s schedule, their first conditioning
history (see Fígure 9). Under the DRL schedule. they

l-ocked into a steady rate of responding over 100

responses per minute. such rates did not bring them into
conLact wit.h t.he schedul-es contíngencies which required
l-ess than 3 responses per minute. After seven sessions

during which they showed no evidence of decreasj_ng their
rather high rates, the subjects r^¡ere tol_d to "sl-ow down"

and they immediately began to dísplay the typicar l_ow

rate associated with a DRL 20 s schedul-e. subjects y7

and YB did not need instructions to "sl_ow down." By the

fourth and second sessions, respecti-vely, of the DRr

conditioning history (their second hístory), they

conìmenced the characteristic l-ow rate associated wÍth the

DRr schedul-e. For t.he remainder of this phase their
average session rate ranged from 2 to 3 responses per

minute
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Figure 9 Average resPonse rates Per session for yoqnger
ad.ults in Experiment. 5 across DRH6/2, and DRL20 s schedules
of reÍnforcement. V indicates new schedul-e" IN indicates
insLructions to "slow down" "
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DRH experimentar- conditioning historv: As the

graphs in Figure 9 depict, within one to two sessions of
the DRH6/2 conditioning hístory, arl four of these young

adult subjects dÍsprayed high rates of respondi_ng that
were wel,l over the 180 responses per minute required.

under the particular DRH schedul_e.

Latency

Figure 10 il-lustrates the ave.rag,e session ratency

for t.he MTS task during the basel-ine vr15, and during the

vr15 schedul-e after the two conditioning hi_stori_es. The

ana]ysis compares the post-history data under the

variabl-e-interval- schedul-e to the mean of the l_ast 3

basel-ine sess ions .

MTS Under a Variable-interval Schedul-e

ttTS ""Oet ¡as"ti"e V During the baselÍne

vr15 s phase, the amount of time subjects took to make a

MTS response once the comparison st.imul_i appeared on the
monitor appeared stabl-e with an average latency over the
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last 3 sessions of .66, .f6, .34, and .59 s for subjects
Yf , YB, Y9 and y10 respectivel-y (Figure 10) . Throughout

t.he phase the session-to-session variabirity for arl
sub jects \^ras usually l-ess then 0 " 3 s.

For three
subjects (Y1, YB, and y10), the DRL history did not

appear to affect their post-history vr performance on the
MTS task (see Figure 10) . vühil_e there hrere some changes

in the latency of these subjects, these changes, again,
were within baseline l-evel-s of variability. subject y9,

however, crearly demonstrated a different pattern of
responding ai¿er t.he cond.itioning history. Fol-l_owing the
DRL conditioning history she took from 1 to 19 seconds

longer to make matching responses then she did during her

basel-ine phase. rn fact, during the l_ast 6 sessÍons of
the phase, her aveïag,e latency was always greater than 15

seconds.

MTS under vr15 after the DRH hÍst.ory: As can be

seen in Figure 10. the DRH hi-story appears to have no
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impact on the subjects' mean ratency regardless of
whether thê post-hist.ory vr phase, followed their first
history (Y7 and yB) or their second history (y9 and y10).

Despite that fact that three subjects (yB, y9, y10) have

slightry shorter latencies on the MTS task after the DRH

history, they can not be attribut.ed to the DRH history.
The average decrease i-n J-atency for these subjects is at
best not more than 0.2 s and as such is within the

variability seen during basel-íne. simil_ar variation was

arso observed for yi who dispJ-ayed sJ-ightly longer

average l_atencies after the DRH history.

Figure 11 provides a summary of the changes produced

in MTS latencies under the vr 15 s schedul_e fol_lowing the
two condit.ioning hj-stories. rt displays the amounL of
change in the vr l-atencies (as compared t.o the averag-e of
the l-ast 3 basel_ine sessions) after the DRL and the DRH

conditioning histories. To summarÍze, dramat.ic changes

in the amount of time taken to make a matching response

were found in only one subject (y9) who substantiaJ-Iy

increased her response l-atencies foll-owing t.he DRL
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hist.ory. No substantial- changes \¡rere seen after the DRH

history.

Correct. Responses and CommÍssj-on Errors

As was mentioned aL the beginning of t.he Resul-ts

section, there did not appear to be any observabl-e

changes in the number of correct responses subjects y7,

YB, and Y10 made in each phase, nor j-n the number of

commission errors they made and so the data were

relegat.ed to the appendix section. Whil-e subject y9

showed l-ittl-e vari-ation from basel-ine data after the DRH

history, she had fewer correct MTS response and fewer

errors Lhan in basel-ine following the DRL condit.ioning

histo::y. During baseline the number of correct responses

she made ranged from I74 to 184, with anywhere from 4 to

13 incorrect matches. In only one session of the post-

DRl-hístory MTS phase was she making this number of

correct. matches. For the majority of the post-history

MTS sessions, she made 40 to 47 correct responses with 2

to 0 commission errors.
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Experi-ment 5 Discussion

Experiment 5 $/as desÍgned to be a systematic
repl-icati-on across procedures of Experiments 1 and z.
The age of the subjects was the same as the subjects in
Experiment 1 and the experimental_ conditíoning hist.ories
\¡/ere identical to those found in the first two

experiments. The task used to assess the effects of the
reinforcement histories, however, differed considerably
from the one used to induce the reinforcement history.
Experiment 5 add.resses the question "rf r ind.uce high or
l-ow rates of behavior with DRr, and DRH reinforcemenL.

histories, wi-l-l- these procedures produce the same changes

in latency on MTS tasks as was found with rate on the key
press task in the first two experiments?" As wil_l be

recal-l_ed, in the first two experiments the type of
condi-ti-oning history infl-uenced a number of subject.s.
post-history response rate on a key press task as

compared to their basel_Íne l-evel_.
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Reinforcement Histories and MTS

Tn the first four experiments 10 of the 12 subjects

dispJ-ayed a l-ower response rate to varying d.egrees, after
a DRL history. only four out of eight subjects, however

showed higher response rates after a DRH history and such

changes as were observed were often limited by ceiling

effects either due to physical- l-imitations or baserj_ne

rates which resembled DRH responding. rn experiment 5,

with the exception of one subject, the resurts reveal_ed

ríttl-e change during t.he MTS phases regardless of what

the previous conditioning history had been. The one

exception (Y9) substantÍal1y increased the amount of tÍme

she took to make a MTS response after the DRL history.

In addition, she made fewer correct matches, and

decreased the number of commission errors that she made.

The results of an experiment are relatively easy to
explain whenr ês in the case of subject y9, the behavior

changes in the predicted direction after exposure to the

independent variabl-e. The DRr reinforcement history is
the likely factor producing the effect, sincer âs in the
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first two experiment.s, a l-ow-rate producing history was

foll-owed by l-ower raLes of respondi_ng on the test phase.

The decrease in commi-ssion errors can be accounted for,
if you consider that the longer l-atencies gave her time

to attend to more of the rerevant characteri_stics of the
choice stimul-i than during phases where her l_atencies

were extremely short.

The more difficur-t question to ans\^/er is why the

other three subjects showed no such history effects,
since there is no immediately observabl-e factor to
account for this (such as the independent variable). A

fl-oor effect may account for the l_ack of change after the

DRH history. rt may be that the subjects we.re responding

as fast as they coul-d right from the start of the

experiment. The lj-terat.ure does not provide concl-us j_ve

support for this proposition. rn studies using MTS tasks
(Baron, 1985; Baron & Menich, 19g5a; 19g5b) with time

restrictions, variable de]-ays and increaslng stimul-us

eJ-ements, the minimum latency when maklng a MTS response

appears to vary from individual to individual-. However,
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in general it ranges between "50 to 1.00 second when t.ime

restrictions are not. in effect." when time restrict.ions

are placed on respond.irg, MTS response l_atencies do

improve in most cases but are seldom shorter than .50

second. As a general rul-e, therefore, there is littIe

room to display shorter l_atencies but changes are

observable. These times are simil-ar to those found in

Experiment 5. Thus, whire it j.s possible that physical

Ìimitations woul-d not al-l-ow for any faster responding

after the DRH history, it is arso possible that the DRH

history had no impact on MTS ]atencies. A floor effect,

however, would not account. for the impotency of the DRL

history.

One possible explanation of the l_ack of history

effects may be that. these subjects had come under

stimul-us control- of the MTS procedure. That is, the

differences between the two tasks may have allowed the

subject.s to discriminate quite easity between MTS and

history phases. To reiterate the findings from subjects

Y1, Y8, and Y10, it was found that when the procedure was
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matching-to-sample the subjects, averagie tatency díd not
change despite encounteri-ng and responding appropriatery
to i-ntervening schedur-es on a different task.

ïn Experiment 5 the sample and comparison stimur_i

must control- a subjects performance on MTS if he o,r she

is to obtain a rei-nforcer, since onJ_y correct matches

have a chance of being reinforced. These stimur_i are
presenL. onry when the subject is making a MTS response

and not when the schedul-e and task changes (as it did
during the experimentar- conditioning histori-es) .

A sti-mulus contror- expranation can, to a certain
extent, account for the changes in subject y9,s behavior
after experiencing the experimentar conditioning
histories, alt.hough such an explanation i-s onry

specuJ-ative. rt i-s not only detectabl_e stimu]i that can

act as di-scriminative stimuli in a MTS procedure. The

covert speech of an indíviduar, deveroped during the
experimental- history, can add to the complex

discriminat.ive st.imur-i control_ling the MTS respondirrg.
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These self-instructi_ons contri_but.e to the control_

over t.he MTS performance when they inadvertently become

paJ-red with the occasions when the MTS responses are

rej-nforced. In the MTS procedure under the VI15 s

schedul-e it shoul-d be not.ed that long delays wil_l_ always

be fol-rowed by reinforcement, arthough the overall- rate

of reinforcement decreases. with shorter pauses some MTS

responses wil-1 not be reinforced,- however, the overal-l-

rate of reinforcemenL is greater. Thus, it is the

temporal- nature of the reinforcement schedul_e that

inadvertently pairs the covert verbalizations with the

more observabl-e stimul-i that cont.rol_ MTS.

It is possibl-e that subject y9's experience with the

experimental- historÍes altered the discriminative stimul-i

controlling MTS responding and that the alterations in
the discriminatj-ve stimul_i matched the preceding

experimental- hist.ory. Subject Y9's description of the

strategíes she used during the experiment. l-end support to

this speculat.ion. She declared that on the "memory Lask"
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she believed that some stimul-i changed the amount of time

she had to wait to "10 to 15 seconds." She was quite

adamant that this r¡ras the correcL strat.egy notíng that

"it worked!." Thus, subject Y9 told hersetf in the

presence of certaj-n MTS stj-muli she would only get a

point if she waited for a number of seconds. Because

reinforcement is al-most assured after such Ìong delays,

her rul-e may have become a part of the complex stimul_us

conf iguration cont.rol-J-ing her matching responses.

Locked Rates under DRL

Of particular interest in this experiment was that

two young subjects displayed the l-ocked rate during DRL

conditioning that was found with the ol-der subjects in

Experiment 4. Às was point.ed out in the Discussion

section of Experiment 4, younger subjects (Deluca &

Hol-born, in press) as wel-l- as other species (Sidman,

1960) occasionally display this phenomena. Thus, it is

not surprising that two of the younger subjects disptayed

a locked rate; what was surprising was that, up untíI

this point, the phenomena had been encountered only with
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our ol-der subjects. such findings indicate the

import-ance of pursuing investigations of environmentar_

factors. without Experiment 5, it wourd have been very
easy to attribute the order subjects' locked rates to
their age.

To summarize, the fifth experiment provides very
l-imited support for the concept of cond.itioni_ng histories
affecting subsequent rearning under different tasks.
condltioni-ng histories are not as rikery to have an

affect when the history occurs on a task different than

the test. situation. Three of the subjects showed no

obvÌous effects after a DRL condi-tÍoning history, and. alJ_

four subject showed no effects after a DRH conditioning
history. However, as subject y9 demonstrated. a DRL

condit.ioning hi-story may impact on a different task and

such effects can persist for J-ong periods of time. r
have suggested that the stimurus control_ el_i_cited by the
MTS procedure can account not only for the l_ack of
history effects, but also. when extended to coverL

stimuri or private rure-governed behavior, for the

mechanisms behind such effects when they do occur.
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Experiment 6

Tn the fífth experiment it was found that a DRL

conditioning hi-story had an impact. on only one young

subject when a different task was used during the testing

sj-tuation. Some researchers have suggested that the

sl-ower reaction time of older adults may be due in part

to pre-experimental conditj-oning hist.ories that support

l-ess rapíd responding than those of younger adults (e.g.,

Baron & Menich, 1985). The question, therefore,

addressed in this final- experj-ment is whether a

conditionÍng history on one task wil-l affect older adult.s

responding in the test situation where the task (such as

the matchj-ng-to-sample task) is dj-f ferent. If the impact

of conditioning histories is the same for ol-der adul-ts as

for young people, wê woul-d not. expect t.o see the effect

for most subjects.
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Method

Subjects

One mal-e subject and t.hree femal_e subjects were

sel-ected from vol-unteers recruited through the society

for the Retired and semi-Retired and from retired staff

from Alberta Hospital Edmonton in the city of Edmonton,

Al-bert.a. The subjects' age ranged from 62 to 69 years (l¿

: 64.8). The medical- stat.us of the subjects corresponded

to that of the subjects in Experiment 5.

Settirg, Apparat.us, and procedure

Since Lre sixth experiment was a systematic

replication of the fourth experj-ment, aÌl factors except

the age of the subjects were identical- to those of the

first experiment. That is, the bonus, the two tasks and

apparatus, instructions, conditioning histori-es, order of
presentatj-on of the historj-es, and the dependent

variables were the same as those in the fourth

experiment.
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Organization of Resul_ts Section

Äs in Experiment 5, the dat.a anaJ_ysis proceeds

through four measures,. percentage of reinforcers earned,

response rate, average ]atency per session, and the

number of correct and incorrect MTS responses. Data on

the rel-ative lat.ency distribution as wel-l as dat.a on

correct and incorrect responses can be found in Appendix

D and E, for the same reasons that such data $rere

reJ-egated to the appendix section in Experiment s, i.e.,
the dlstribution data were found t.o be redundant and only
one subject was found to have any observable changes Ín
the number of MTS responses made. The data for this
sub ject wil_l be discussed in the text.

The analysis of these measures is separated into two

parts; data pertaining to the independent variabl-es (the

two reinforcement histori-ês), and d.ata pertaining to the
MTS task under the vr15 schedule. post-history MTS data
were compared to mean performance for the l-ast three
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sessions of the baseline MTS data, regardless of whether

the post-hist.ory MTS data fol-l-owed a subject's first or

second history.

Percentage of Reinforcers Earned

Tabl-e 6 presents the percent.age of reinforcers

earned over the first and l-ast three sessions prior to,

during, and after the experimental rej-nforcemenL

histories.

Experimental- Conditioning' Histories

DRL experimental conditioning history: All- subjects

began earning reinforcers under the DRL history within

the first three sessions (Table 6) . Initially, subjects

earnecl more rej-nforcers when DRL \^Ias their first history

(O9 and Ol-0) then when it was their second history (O7

and OB) . By the end of the phase, subjects O7, OB, and

010 viere earning al-most three-quarters of the avail-able

reÍnforcers, while subject 09 obtained approximately hal-f

of them.
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DRH experÍmentar- conditioninq history: The or-der

subjects were not equaÌry sensitive to the DRH schedul_e

of reinf orcement " !{hen the DRH schedul_e r^ras the f i_rst

history, the subjects (OT and OB) initially earned a
little more than half of the available reinforcers.
subjects 09 and o10, for whom DRH v¡as the second history,
appeared to have more difficulty. subject 010 responded

to t.he schedule wit.hout prompting after sÍx sessions of
no reinforcers. subject 09, however, did not earn any

reinforcers until-, after seven sessions, she was given

instruct.ion to speed up. Subject 09 was given

instruction to "go faster" because she had not earned. any

reinforcers, unlike subject 04 in experj-ment 2 who had

some contact with reinforcers. By the end of the phase,

subjects 01, 08, and. o10 were earning over 95% of the

avail-able reinforcers whil-e subject o9 obtained

approximately two-thirds of avai-l-abl-e reinf orcers.

MTS Under a Variabl_e-interval_ Schedul-e

comparable amounts of reínforcers were earned by

three subjects (O'l , OB and 09) through-out al_l phases
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Tabi-e 6

Percentaqe of reinforcers earned over the fi-rst and last
3 sessj-ons of each phase for ad.ul_ts in Experiment 6.

% Rei-nforcers Earned
01 0B 09 010

Basel-ine MTS

First
Last

First
Last

MTS after second

First
Last

First. rej-nforcement history
DF.H6 / 2

First 60 55
Last 99 91

MTS after first history
vr15

First 82 85
Last 84 84

Second reinforcement history
DRL2 O

36 28
t6 13

history
VI15

84 88
86 BB

vr15

8r_ 19
84 81

VI15

84 82
80 86

DRL2 O

45 53
49 13

VI15

82 13
82 65

DF.H6 / 2

00
65 95

VT15

88 83
83 86
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involving the MTS task, generatly over g0å of the

potential reinforcers. The two condj-tioning histories

did not appear to affect the percentage of reinforcers

these subjects earned. However, subject Ol_0 earned.

approximately 15% to 202 l-ess in initíal- and final- post-

DRL-history MTS sessions then she did during the baseline

phase. As with the other three subjects, J_itt1e

difference was found between the percentage of

reinforcers earned during t.he MTS basel-j-ne and the post-

DRH history MTS phase.

Response Rate

Figure 12 displays the average response rate
(responses per minute) for each session durj-ng the two

conditioning histories .

Experimental Conditioning Histories

DRL experi_mental conditioning history: Alt four

ol-der subjects rapidry reduced their response rate within

the first two sessions of the DRL history (see Figure

]-2) . Throughout most of the phase, al-l- subjects pressed
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the key at 2 to 3 responses per minute, a rat.e

characteristic of this particular DRL schedule.

DRH experimental- conditioning history: As Figure !2
indicates two subjects (O7 and OB) devel-oped. and

maintained a rapÍd response rate within the first few

sessions under the DRH schedule, their first conditioning

history.

rnterestingJ-y, when DRH was the second conditioning

history, the subjects (o9 and o10) ]ocked j_nto a l_ow rate
of 4 to 16 responses per minute that. did. not all_ow them

to come into contact with the DRH schedul_e. As was

mentioned, subject 010 eventual_ly responded to the

schedul-e without prompting but subject 09 had to be given

instruct j-ons to speed up. By the end of the phase, al-l

subjects were responding at a rat.e that was similar to or

wel-l- over the 180 responses per minute, the required. rate

f or the DRH schedul_e.
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Latency

Figure 13 displays the mean session latency for the

MTS task during the basel-ine vr15, and during the vri-5

schedure after the two conditioning histories. The

analysis compares the post-history data under the

variabl-e-interval schedul-e to the mean of the l_ast t.hree

baseline sessions.

MTS Under a Variabte-interval- Schedule

MTS under basel-ine vr schedule: During the basel-ine

vr15 s phase, t.he l-atencies of the subjects MTS responses

appeared stable wit.h an average l_atency over the l_ast 3

sessions of I.46, 1,.39, 1.87 and I.66 seconds for
subject.s ol , oB, 09 and 010 respect.ivery. Throughout. the

phase the session-to-session variability for arl_ subjects

i^ras usuaJ_Iy less then 0 .4 s.

MTS under vrl-S after the DRL historv: For three

subjects (o7, oB and 09), the DRL history did not appear

to affect theír post-hist.ory vr performance on the MTS

task. For these t.hree subjects. changes in l_atencies
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r¡/e.re wit.hin baseline leve]s of varÍabirity and were not

in the predj-cted direction. Subject 010, however,

definltely exhibited a different. pattern of responding

aft.er the conditioning history. Except for one sessÍon,

she took from approximately 3 to zr seconds longer to

make the matching response during the post-history phase

then she did during her basel-ine phase. ïn fact, seven

sessj-ons had l-atencies that were over r1 seconds Ìonger

then her basel-ine.

MTS under VI15 after the DRH history: As can be

seen in Figure 13, the DRH history appears to have little
effect on t.he subjects' mean lat.ency regardless of

whether the post-history vr phase, foJ-l-owed their first.

history (o7 and oB) or their second history (o9 and o10) .

Although al-l- four subjects have slightly shorter

l-atencies on the MTS task forl-owing the DRH history,

three subjects (O1 , O8, 09) displayed simil_ar decreases

after their other history. As well, the average decrease

in J-atency for the four subjects is generally within the

variability seen during baseline.
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Figure 14 provides a summary of t.he changes produced.

in MTS l-atencies under the vr 15 s schedure forlowing the

two conditioni-ng histories. rt displays t.he amount of
change in the VI l-atencies (as compared to the average of
the l-ast 3 basel-ine sessions) after the DRH and DRL

conditioning histories. To summarize, the results are

simil-ar to those found with younger subjects in
Experiment 5. Littl-e change in l_at.encies are seen for
three of the four ol-der subjects except for a general_

t.endency to become srightJ-y faster over extended exposure

to the MTS task. one subject increased her MTS ratencies
by severar seconds after the DRL history. Although it is
difficul-t to see on her graph due to the larger
sca]-e units on the y axis, after the DRH history her

latencies \^/ere sright.ry shorter than basel_ine level_s. r
do not attribute this to the DRH hístory, however,

because the degree of change r¡ras comparabre to that seen

with the other three subjects
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Correct Responses and Commission Errors

As was mentioned at the beginning of the Results

section, the data for the number of correct responses and

commission erro.rs can be found in the appendix secti_on,

as there did not appear to be any differences between

phases for three of the subjects (see Appendix E) . The

data of subject O10, howevern deserves comment. Whi1e

she showed l-ittre variation from basel-ine data after the

DRH h-i-story, she did have fewer MTS response and errors

during the post-DRL-history phase than r^ras found during

her basel-Íne phase. During baseline the number of correct

responses she was al-most always over 100, with anywhere

from 1 to 22 incorrect matches. In only two sessions of

the post-DRL-history MTS phase did she make a simil_ar

number of correct. responses. For t.he rest of the post-

history MTs sessi-ons, she made 34 to 60 correct responses

wit.h 3 to 0 errors.
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Experiment 6 Dj_scussion

The purpose of Experiment 6 was to det.ermine whether

resul-Ls of Experiment 5 woul-d be replicated with ol_der

subjects. The discussion, therefore focuses on the

simil-arities and differences between Experiment 5 and 6 "

Baseline Latenci_es on MTS

rt shoul-d be noted t.hat the response l-atencies of

the order subjects during the baseline MTS phase vrere

approximatery two times longer then those found wit.h the

younger subjects, except for the two subjects who

appeared to respond to the DRL hístory (see Appendix c).
Although older subjects tended t.o improve with practice,

the gap bet\{een t.he two groups was maintained thoughout

al-I phases since younger subjects also tended to improve.

These resul-ts are consistent with other research on ol-der

adul-ts' response speed (Sal-thouse, 1985; Baron and.

Menich, 1985a; I985b) .
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Reinforcement Histories and MTS

The resul-ts of Experiment 6 support those found in
Experiment 5. fn Experi-ment 5, t.hree out of four
subjects displayed no effects from the cond.Ítioni-ng

hist.ory. As in that experiment the response latencies of
sub jects oJ , oB and 09 we.re consistent before and. after
bot.h DRL and DRH conditì-oninqr histories. one of the

ol-der subject's (010) ¡¿rS l-atencies increased after she

came into contact with the DRL history to the point where

her MTS l-atencies resembl-ed those of the younger subject
(Y9) in Experiment 5. Like the younger subject (y9) who

showed t.he same effect, subject o10 reported that she had

developed a rul-e which required her to pause before

responding. Thus, the DRL history produced simil_ar post-

history l-atencj-es on a MTS t.ask for one older and one

younger adul-t, perhaps because they had both combined

covert stimuli with the overt. stimul-i on the computer

screen which cont.rolled MTS responses.
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Locked Rates

It is interesti-ng that two of the ol-der subjects

demonstrated a sÍmíIar locked rate under the DRH

conditíoning history to the l-ocked rate under the DRL

history found with two of the younger subjects ín

Experiment 5 and four of the ol-der subjects in Experi-ment

2. Examination of their data, however, provj-des a

t.entative explanation for these similarities. Both

subjects displayed the locked rate on DRH afLer a prior

experience wÍth the DRL schedul-e (with which they had no

trouble). As had been suggested ín the dj-scussion

section of Experiment 2, a locked rate can refl-ect the

fact that a previous rate ]earned under some other

competJ-ng schedul-e has itself come to act as a

discriminative stimul-us for a particul-ar rate of

responding. It is possibJ-e that the l-ower response rate

acquj-red during DRL conditioning came to assume

discriminative propert.ies for key pressing under other

conditions (e.9., DRH) for these two subjects.
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To summarize, as in t.he previous experiment. one out

of four subjects demonstrated that a DRL condítioning

history on one task can have an impact on a subsequent

testing situation where another testing task is being

used. As these findings are similar to those found in

Experiment 5, where t.he only difference between the two

experiments is the age of the subjects, it is clear that

the effect or l-ack of effect of a condj-tioning history is

not rel-ated to age. It remains to be explained, however,

why three younger and three older subjects did not react

to the DRL history but displayed the more commonly found

age difference in latencies throughout the experiment.
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General- Discussion

It r^/as hypothesized that , if reinforcement histories

were responsÍble for the slower response speeds of the

elderly, then the performance of both younger and older

subjects under a VI schedul-e should correspond to the

type of experimental- conditioning hj-story they had just

received. That is, since the temporal proximity of the

conditÍoning history supersedes the pre-experimental

conditionÍng hÍstories, we woul-d expect to find high

rates of responding under a Vf schedul-e that j-s proceeded

by a DRH conditioning history, and l-ow rates of

responding under a VI schedufe when DRL is the

conditioning history. Such effects shoul-d be present for

both young and old individuals.

Experiment I, 2, 3 and 4 demonstrated that for most

subjects, regardl-ess of their â9ê, a DRL conditionj-ng

history persists to j-nfluence subsequent performance on a

simil-ar task even though low rates actually resul-t in a

l-oss of reinforcers. The impact of a DRH history.
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however, is not as apparent as that. found with the DRL

hístory. While some younger and older subjects displayed

small to moderate increases in rat.e after the DRH

history, sequencing of the history, celling effects or

individual differences ín response patterns obscured the

results.

Experiments 5 and 6, were designed to determine

whether similar resul-ts would be found if the

condit.íoning histories occurred on a different task where

the measuïe of response speed was the subjects latency in

responding to a visuaf stimulus. Unl-íke the first three

experiments, lxperíments 5 and 6 showed that the

inducl-ion of high or low rates of key pressing with DRL

and DRH reinforcement historíes, is not as likely to

produce a change in latency on MTS tasks. The

dÍfferences between most older and younger subjects'

response l_atencÍes was maintaíned throughout the

experiment. Thus the history effects do not have as

consístent an effect under a matching-to-samPle

discrimÍnation task, a Lask similar to those used by many
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researchers to examine the response speed of ol-der adults

(Sal-thouse, 1-985) "

Why such large differences between the first four

and the l-ast two experiments? One of the more obvious

differences between the experiments j-s the type of test

task used to assess the responding of subjects. Although

al-I experiments used the same task (key presses) during

the experimental- conditj-oning phases, only the first four

experiments used the key pressing task during the pre-

and post-history VI phases. In the l-ast two experiment.s

t.he test task was matchinq-t.o-samp1e.

As v/as mentioned in the introduction, the

differences between experiments actualÌy refl-ect greater

compJ-exity ín the test Lask, with the MTS t.ask havi_ng a

greater number of stj-mul-us el-ements then the rather

simple operant t.ask of key pressing. It may be that key

press responses are more suscept.ible to environment.al

factors, such as conditioning historj-es. The more

compJ-ex MTS task, however, could provide either a measure
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of response speed uncontaminated by environmental

effect.s, or one in which bio-physiological factors

overpower t.he environmental inf l-uences. In support of

this interpretation of the results is the l-j-terature

which suggests that the disparj-ty between t.he two age

groups speeded performance widens as the task becomes

more compJ-ex (see Sal-thouse, 1985, pp 41-4-41-1 for a

review of this l-iterature). Salthouse suggests that such

l-íterature supports a central nervous system

deterioration theory of response speed deficits since

more complex tasks require greaLer processing of t.he

central- nervous system and simple tasks are relatively

"automatic and therefore exempt from processing

limitations. "

We can not abandon, however, the possibilit.y that

environmental- factors pfay a role in the ol-der adults'

impaired response speed. It is equally likely that the

l-ack of results in the l-ast two experiments are due to

the differences between the MTS and the key press tasks

which allowed the subjects to discriminate between
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hist.ory and non-history phases. As I suggested earl-ier,

the vísual- stimul-i on the monitor must control the

subject's responses if a reínforcer is t.o be delivered

for a correct response. The stimuli, however, are

missing during the key pressing task" The stimulus

control- explanation is parsimonious in that it can

account as well for the two subjects who did disPfay

longer l-atencies after the DRL history. It appears from

the subjects' post-experimental reports that se.l-f-

instructions generated during the history phase coul-d

have become a part of the complex discriminative st.imulj-

cont.roIIíng t.he MTS responding. Therefore, prior to

abandoning an operant basis for slower response speeds of

the eJ-der1y, further research is needed to determine t.he

parameters which facil-itate and prevent persistence of

history effects when MTS t.asks are used.

For example, future research shoul-d attempt to

manipulate the stimulus control exerted by the MTS task

by examining whether histories generated on a matchlng

type of task persist. to affect performance when the MTS
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task is the t.est task. while it was not their intent to

examine history effects, Baron and Meních's studies

(1-985a; t985b) showed that a períod of training on a

restricted MTS task (i.e., where reinforcement is

avaj-l-abl-e only if the subject responds within a limited

time period), can increase response speeds durÍng

un.restrict.ed MTS phases as compared to their basel-ine

l-evel-. Using s j-mil-ar techniques it would be easy t.o

provide two types of MTS histories, one where the

restrict.ions require the subject to respond rapidly and

one where the restrictions requj-re the subject to pause

for varying lengths of time before responding.

Another example of possible research concerns the

complexity of the task. As I had mentioned a number of

studies have found t.hat response speed deteriorates as

the number of stimul-us elements increases (Baron, 1985;

Baron & Menich, 1985a; 1985b), and that. the det.erioration

can be more apparent for older adults than younger adults

(Salthouse, 1985). The interaction between complexity of

t.ask and age could be examined by replicating the above



proposed study and increasing

task from one where a subject

stimul-us el-ement to one where

mult i-el-ement s .
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the complexity of the MTS

is responding to a single

a subject is responding to

I had al-so indicated that in the final two

experiments it was possibte that sel-f-instructions

generated during the history phas..e became integrated into

the overt discriminative st.imul-i controlling MTS

responding during the post-history phase. Baron and

Galizio (1983) have argued that instructional control is

just another example of rej-nforcement histories affecting

currenL behavi-or. weiner (1970b) examined instructional

control- over rate of key pressi_ng for younger subjects.

Prj-or to conditioning on an FR 10 schedule followed by

extinction, he gave subjects information that: a)

indicated correcLly when reinforcement would cease, b)

indicated reinforcement would go on for longer then it

would, or c) provided no information. He found that

during the extj-nction period the type of information

received influenced the subject.s response rate with "no
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information" resulting in the highest rate,

incorrect information resulting in t.he next

the accurate Ínformation resulting in rapid

t7r
IJRII .Fll_storr-es

and the

highest, and

exti-nct.ion "

To determine whether instructíonal controf can act

as a history and influence MTS responding, reinforcement

coul-d be delivered during the history phase for

respondj-ng according to instructions rather than for

correct responses on a MTS task, similar to the strategy

used in the Torgrud and Holborn (in press) study.

Instructions coul-d either be schedul-e based (e.9., vary

j-nformation about the amount of reinforcers they can

receive) or performance based (e.9., vary the information

about how "fast" they are to respond). The infl-uence of

t.hese instructions as conditioning histories woul-d be

assessed when reinforcement j-s again made contingent on

correct MTS response under some schedule such as a

variabl-e-Ínterval- schedule .

I had initial-ty suggested that a case coul-d be made

for operant. factors infl-uencing response speed if any
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differences between young and old subjects coutd be

reduced t.hrough the experimental conditioning histories.

Several studíes have attempted, with mixed results, to

el-iminate the age dífferences by using temporal

contingencies that facíi-itat.e rapid responding (e.g.,

Baron et âf., 1983) or by giving extended opportunities

to practice (e.g. , Murrell-, 1970) . These studies have in

common the attempt to accelerate the response speed of

older adults so that it matches or surpasses t.he younger

adults baseline speed. The present series of experiments

provided an al-ternative approach. The experiments

attempt.ed to both increase and decrease ol_der and younger

adul-ts' response speeds by giving them fow and high rate

producing operant histories. fn the first four

experiments it was found that a history that makes

reinforcement contíngent upon l-ow rates of responding

produced a l-ow rate pattern that persist.ed even when the

contingencies changed. The low rate pattern produced by

thís schedul-e was identícal- for both age groups. The

results of the DRH conditioning history were not as

cl-ear. HÍgh baseline rates which produced a ceiJ_ing
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effect or individual- differences in response pat.terns

prevented us from at.tributing post-history changes to the

DRH schedule. Howeverr one ol-der subject (O3) with a

reJ-atively l-ow baselÍne rate, did modify her response

rate after the DRH hÍstory to the point where you coul_d

not distÍnguish it from the high basel-ine rates of some

of the younger subjects. However, inorder to avoid the

ambiguity j-ntroduced by ceiling effects, in future

research on DRH histories it woul-d be advantageous to

base the value of the DRH schedule on the subject, s

basel-ine rate.

DRL conditioning histori_es can al_so e]ì-minate, under

cerLain circumstances, the differences j_n response

latency seen between the two age groups. ThÍs is

apparent from the resul-ts of one of t.he younger subjects

in Experiment 5 and one of the ol_der subjects j-n

Experiment 6, both of whom were influenced by the DRL

conditíoning history. Despite the fact that the younger

subject tended to respond four times faster during

basel-ine then the older subject, after the DRL history
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both subjects were almost identical in the amount of time

they took to make a MTS response " Thus it is possibJ-e

for operant histories to el-imj-nate the dÍfferences

between young and older adul-ts response speeds, both when

t.he measu,re j-s rate and when it is latency. Both younger

and older subjects appear equally vulnerable to low rate

producing histories. Perhaps future research can focus

on factors which make younger subjects respond l-ike ol-der

subjects rather than trying to increase older subjects,

response speeds up to and beyond that seen with younger

subjects.

ft is clear from the current experiments that

varj-ables associated with aging can not be held

excl-usively accountabl-e for the inter-subject differences

which are observed between younger and older adults.

variety of variables unrelated to aging infl-uenced

performance. An exampl-e of environmental influence

concerns t.he impact the sequencÍng of the histories

on the subject.s response rate. In Experiments 1 and

was found that subjects who had been exposed to DRL

A

had

2ir
prior
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to the DRH history, ofLen showed a slight reduction in
the post-history vr rat.e before returning to a higher
rate.

Another example of possible environmental infl_uences

concerns the l0cked rates observed during Experiments 2,

5, and 6. Unlike the perone and Baron (L}BZ) study where

acquisition of a new response chain took ronger with the
elderry, in the present experiments, younger and or-der

subjects had difficurt.y in t.he acquisition of response

patterns under di-fferent schedul_es of reinf orcement. Two

younger and four older subjects had locked rates during
the DRL history, whire two or-der subjects had rocked

rat.es under the DRH history. rt bras suggested that. their
rate during a previous phase had become a discrÍminative
stimurus for a particurar response patt.ern and it was

this, rather than their âgê, which prevented contact with
the contingencies. one test of this interpretation woul-d

be to pair the response rate of subjects with a more

easily detectabl-e stimul-us such as a co]oured right.
Both young and old subjects' behavior coul_d be brought
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under dÍfferent.ial schedule control- (high vs l-ow rates).

and then one coloured liqht could serve as a

discriminative stimulus for high-rate behavior and a

different col-oured light as a discriminative stimul-us for

l-ow-rate behavior" Thus, the coloured light as well as

the response rate woul-d act as a discriminative st.imurus.

A subsequent period of reinforcement with opposing

schedules (i.e., a l-ow rate schedul-e in the presence of

the discrimÍnatíve stimulus for high rates and vice

versa) woul-d aÌIow you to determine whether such a

history would produce insensitivity to the change i_n

schedul-e.

To summarize, my original goal hras to determine

whether it $¡as possibJ-e for conditioning historj_es to

pfay an equivalent role in infl-uencJ-ng both ol-der and

younger subjects' performance on t.asks which are

typically used to compare younger and ol_der subjects'

speeded performance. I found that, indeed, conditioning

historÍes can persist to affect subject.s, responses

(regardless of age) especially when the learning history
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has occurred on tasks similar to the test task. Most

import,antly, the resurts suggest that the response speed

demonstrated by indivÍduals is a function of

environment.al- variabres and not soleIy or necessarily the

prerogat.ive of bio-physiological_ changes related to

aging.
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Please fill out

Subject. code

Birth date:

Heal_th euestionnaire

the following questions.

Date:

Effect.s of DRL and DRH

Appendix A

l_86
Histories

what year where
ail-ment?

bothered you in

1. Do you have any of the foll-owing medical cond.ition or
ail-ment ?

Hardening of the arteries yes

Heart troubl-e
High bl-ood pressure

Stroke
Tumours, cyst. or growth
Cancer
Paralysis
Arthritis
Rheumat.ism
Sinus troubl-e

by ivearing glasses
Impairment of hearing

If you answered
you first aware

YeS
Yes

Yes
YeS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No-
No_
No_
No-
No-
No_
No_
No_
No-
No

Visions defects not. correctable
No-
No_
No_
NoYes

Chronj-c gal-t bladder probJ-ems yes No
Chronic l-iver probJ-ems yes No

Chronic nervous condition yes
Back or spine troubl-e

Other
Other
Other

Yes_
YeS
Yes

yes to question tÈ 1 about
you had this condition or

J.

A

Has
the

Tf

any sickness, injury or health problem
past 4 weeks? Yes_ No_

so, how many days were you
confined to bed
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confi-ned to the house but not bed
hospitalized

5. Pl-ease list the activities you do each week (e.9.,
bridge, aerobics, volunteer work, housework, etc) "
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Àppendix B

Relatj-ve Frequency of Inter-response Times for

Subjects ín Experiment. 1 and 2
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Experiment 1- Inter-Response Times

Figure 1 presents each subject.s' IRT distribut.j-on for

key pressing over the first 3 and last. 3 sessions of each

phase. The average of the first and last 3 sessj-ons were

chosen for presentation because they acurately

represented the rest of the data during the phase. This

reducti-on of data is common in the literat.ure when no

information is lost by such a reduction (see for example

Weiner's, L982, use of such data). The relative

frequency for each tÍme unit. is the number of IRTs j-n the

time unit ci..,'ided by the total IRTs summed across units

of time.

Experiment.al- Conditioning Histories

DRL 20 conditioning history: By the end of the DRL

20 s conditionì-ng history, the relative IRT distribution

of subjects Y1 and Y2 had spread to incl-ude 69% and 942

of the responses with IRTs of 19 sec or longer"
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Throughout the DRL conditioning history, subject.s y3

and Y4 \^¡ere spacing a number of thej_r responses by Ig s

or more.

DRH 6/2 conditioning history: During the DRH6/2 s

conditioning history, 99ø of subjects, yL and y2

responses had rRTs of 1 second or less and no responses

had IRTs any qreater than 2 seconds.

During the DRH 6/2 s conditioning history, y3 and y4

rel-ative IRT distribut.ion contj-nued to show a sharp

decline across successive IRT time unj_ts up to six

seconds.

Variabl-e-Interval-

Baseline: As can be seen in Figure t, during the

basel-ine VI phase the rel-ative frequency of IRTs

decreased sharply across successive 1 s time units for

subjects Yl and Y2. By the end of this phase, they were

separating al-l- of their responses by 1 or 1ess second.s.
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While subjects Y3 and Y4 had a few responses with

fRTs of slightly great.er J-ength during the baseline VI

phase, over 98å of their responses had IRTs of 1 or l-ess

seconds and no responses had IRTs any greater then six

seconds.

After DRL conditioning history: After DRL when the

schedule ret.urned to VI10 s Y1 and Y2 continued to show

longer fRTs and far fewer short- IRTs as compared to their

basel-ine Vf performance. By the end of this phase,

however, both subjects were again spacing al-most. all of

their responses by 1 second or less.

Subject Y3's performance under the post.-DRl-history

VI schedule displays l-ittle effect of a DRL conditioning

history. While subject Y4 ínitially shows somewhat

longer pauses on Vf after a DRL history, by the end of

the VI phase Y4 is aqain spacing 100% of his responses by

1 s or less.
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After DRH conditioning history: During the post-

DRH history VI schedule, 992 of subjects' Y1 and Y2

responses had IRTs of l- second o.r less and no responses

had fRTs any greater than 2 seconds"

After the post-history the subsequent VII-O schedule,

Y3 and Y4 relative IRT distribution continued to show a

sharp decline across successive fRT time units up to six

seconds. AJ-though Y3 continued to display these IRTs , by

the end of this phase, subject Y4 had begun to space

several- of her responses by up to 14 seconds. The

majorit.y of her responses, however, had IRTs of two

seconds or l-ess.
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Experiment 2 Inter-response Times

Int.er-Response Times. Figure 2 presents each

subjects' IRT distributíon for key pressÍng over the

f irst 3 and l-ast 3 sessions of each phase. As can be

seen in FJ-gure 5, duri-ng the basel_ine Vf phase the

rel-ative frequency of fRTs decreased sharply across

successive 1 s time unit.s for all subjects. By the end

of this phase, subject.s 01 and 02 separated 100å of their

responses by 2 or l-ess seconds. whil-e subjects 03 and 04

had a few responses with IRTs of slightJ_y greater length,

over 98å of their responses had rRTs of 2 or l-ess seconds

and no responses had IRTs any greater then six seconds,

By t.he end of the DRL 20 s conditioning hj-story, the

relatj-ve IRT distribution of subjects 01 and 02 had

spread to include 69e" and 942 of the responses with IRTs

of 19 sec or longer. When the schedul_e returned to VI10

s they continued to show longer rRTs and far fewer short

IRTs as compared to t.he j-r baseline VI performance. By

t.he end of this phase, however, both subJects were again

spacing almost al-I of their responses by 1 second or
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l-ess. During the DRH6/2 s conditioning history and the

subsequent. VI10 s scheduJ-e, 99% of both subjects

responses had IRTs of 1 second or less and no responses

had IRTs any greater than 2 seconds "

During the DRH 6/2 s conditioning history and the

subsequent Vf10 schedul-e, the rel-atj-ve IRT distribution

of subjects 03 and 04 conLj-nued to show a sharp decline

across successive IRT tj-me unit.s up to 6 seconds. As r¡ras

mentioned perviously, subject 03 did not come under

control- of the DRL schedul-e. By the end of the second

VI10 phase, subject 04 began to space several of her

responses by up t.o 1,4 seconds al-though, again, the

majoríty of her responses had IRTs of two seconds or

l-ess. Although subjects 03 and 04 showed J-onger IRTs

under the DRL schedul-e, onJ-y 04 showed t.he much longer

IRTs characteristic of DRL responding. Under the VI.

subject 03 continued to increase the amount of time she

paused between responses but again this can not be

attributed t.o the DRt conditioning since she never came

under control of t.hat schedul-e Subject 04 initially
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spaced a number her responses by 19 s or more for one

session" By the end of the phase, however, 992 to 100%

of her responses had IRTs of 1 sec or l-ess.
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Figure 2. Relative frequency of inter-response times for
older adults in Bxperiment 2 acloss the first (A) and last
(B) three sessions of phases where VI10 s¿ DRt20 sr and
DRH6/2 s schedules of reinforcement were in effect.
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Appendix C

and Mean Lat.encies During the Basel_ine
Younger and Ol_der Subjects
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Tabl-e 1

The mean response rate for younger subjects in Experíment 1 and
for ol-der subjects in Experiment 2.

First 3 Sessions

Last 3 Session

Total- Sessions

Standard Deviation

ExperimenL 1

Y1 Y2 Y3

355 208 ]-62

38 9 264 145

Experiment 2

01 02 03 04

136 225 116 16

l_90 223 88 65

150 2r9 17 4L

37.1 2L.1 36.1 20.r

Y4

145

72

31 4 245 160 r22

16.8 28.7 59.0 46.6
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Table 2

The mean latencies for younger s

First,3 Sessions

Last 3 Session

Total Sessions

Standard Deviation

r.25

0.66

.07

'7Â

ExperÍment 4

Y7 Y8 Y9 Yl_0

.46 0.87

.34 0.59

.39 0.70

.06 0.13

Experiment 5
07 0B 09

1.88 r_.87

1_-46 1.39

.62

.24

010

.78

.66

.58 1_.6 2.2r

.28 0.3 0.57

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

U

1

0

0

0

L.6 2

1.8 1

.93 0.9s

.29 0.17
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Appendix D

Relative Frequency of Latency Times for

Subjects in Experiment 5 and 6
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Experiment 5 Latency Distribution

Figure 1 presents the rel-ative lat.ency distribuLion

for the first and last three sessions of each MTS phase.

During al-I VI phases the rel-ative frequency of latencies

decreased sharply across successive I/4 s time units for

t.hree subjects (Yl , Y8, and Y1) . Before the majority of

their responses these subjects woul-d wait. l-ess then 2

seconds. Subject Y9 relative distributions show t.hat.

except. for the VT15 phase after DRL conditioning history,

her responses had l-atencies simil-ar to the other three

subjects. After the DRL conditioning history, however,

t.he rel-ative J-at.ency distributj-on of subject Y9 had

expanded to incl-ude a number of responses with latencies

of 10 seconds or longer.
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FígUre L Relative frequency of latency times for younger
adults ín Experiment 5 across the first (A) and last (B)

three MTS sessions of Baselíne VII-S s phase, post-DRL2O
vrl-s s phase, and p.ost-DRH6/2 vrLS s phase
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Experiment 6 Latency Distribution

Figure 2 provides the relative latency distribution

for the first and last three sessíons of each MTS phase 
"

As can be seen in Figure 2, during all- VI phases the

rel-at.ive frequency of l-atencies decreased sharply ac.ross

successive I/4 s time unit.s for three subjects (O1 , 08,

and 09) . Before a majority of their responses t.hese

subjects would wait 2 seconds or less. Subject O10

relative distributions show that. except for the VI15

phase after DRL conditioning hist.ory, her responses had

latencies sj.mil-ar to the other t.hree sub jects. Af ter the

DRL conditioning hístory, however, the rel-ative latency

distribution of subject O10 had expanded to incl-ude a

number of responses with latencies of 10 seconds or

longer.
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Lnrercv Tl¡e Urutrs G srco¡o)

Figure 2 Relative frequency of latency tlmes for older
aOutts in Experiment 6 across the first (A) and last (B)

three MTS sessíons of Baseline VI15 s phase, post-DRL2Q
VI15 s phase, and post-DRH6/2 vr15 s phase.
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Appendix E

The Number of Correct MTS Responses, and Commission Errors

made by Subjects During Experiment 5 and 6
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Table i-

The number of correcL MTS responses, and commission errors
made bv vouns adul-t subjects during Experiment 5

Correct MTS Responses
Y] Y8 Y9 Y1O

Baseline VII-5
1 L31 157 ]-19 165
2 734 ]-64 1,14 166
3 134 164 ]-19 168
4 139 154 181 r14
5 l-36 ]-64 181 r7r
6 l.52 L6I T16 LlB
7 146 170 1,79 180
B 149 rlL r19 181
9 155 r14 184 175

1-0 157 169 181

Commi-ssion Errors
Y7 Y8 Y9 Y]. O

1

11
13
11

9

3
4

4

2

0

2
2
2
5
5

6

2
4

3
6

5
10
T2

1

B

10
13
11

4

Hist ory
DRH DRL

4

4

1

2

B

9

U

1

U

3

t1 5
10 0

59
38
12
BO
4L
40
40
40

0

2
1

1

0

0

2
3
4

1

84
B 10

1-5 5
19

1_0 6

01

4

6

3

2
2
2
1

U

2
2

VI15 After First
DRH

Conditioning
DRL

2T
22
23
24
25
26
21
2B
29
30

r52 138
r52 L42
155 L54
r49 156
r42 r12
t{t ]-67
155 712
153 168
150 r7 6

150 180

126 181
11 t79

146 178
183 711
44 183
41 184
46 185
43 185
41 183
40 r16

VIl-5 Aft.er Second Conditioning History
DRL DRH DRL DRH

4L
42
43
44
45
46

L52 161
L46 :-52
139 160
14 8 t11
148 173
150 L77

130 L77
168 r79
184 r82
183 r_88
189 185
t_84 186

1

0

0

0

2
2

2
6
7

2
1
2
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Tabl-e 1 continued

Correct MTS ResPonses
Y7 Y8 Y9 Y1O

Commission Errors
Y7 Y8 Y9 Y].O

41
AO
=O

49
50

1_54 r79 rB2 184
r52 L7 4 1-86 184
r49 183 187 189
rsL L18 186 r19

1480
2842
0352
2354
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Table 2

Number of correct reSponses, and conunission errors made by
ol-der adul-ts in Experi-ment 6.

1

2
aJ

4
trJ

6

7

<t,9
10

2T
22

¿Lr

25
¿6
21
2B
29
30

Correct MTS Responses
09 01 08 0l-0

Baseline VI15

Commission Errors
01 08 09 0l-0

6

3
1

1
0

2
3

0

0

2

1

5
aJ

1
B

3
1

4

2
6

222
21
3l_
14
lrt
43
46
76

19
10 4

3
9

6
B

5
6

3
15

9

4

3
1

1
0
IJ

0

1_

1
1

3

20
35
6 l-1_

25
03

145 11_9

rAL ]-25
r_50 r-33
:-31 131
148 138
156 134
148 133
146 r37
107 138
145 734

r2s 89
r47 115
r_40 113
r52 109
148 116
L52 1,32
136 r28
r52 r24
154
L52 749

VI15 After First Conditioning HJ-story
DRH DRL DRH DRL

159 135
145 134
143 r32
158 133
155 139
141 14 0
1 60 137
138 141
145 r4r
150 1_39

155 741
r- 60 60
163 39
160 34
162 34
156 34
156 40
153 31
162 35
163 95

2
1

0

3
4

0

2

0

1

3

1
t_

0

1
0

1

1

0

3
0

6
2
5

3

3

5

2
0
0

0

0

0

VI15 After Second Conditioning Hist.ory
DRL DRH DRL DRH

4t
42
43
44
45
46

166
161 137
158 L42
L42 l-41
143 !44
160 1-42

r43
t64 159
163 150
159 148
166 156
1_ 60 L41
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Table 2 continued

Correct MTS Responses
09 01 08 010

Commission Errors
o7 08 09 010

Ìt'1T/

4B
49
50

155 140 158 r42
140 143 160 151
1,46 746 163 156
L42 741 163 153

2
4

1
4

0

0

0

1

2

1

0

2

1

T4
L4
11


